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lnscape is the inward quality of objects and events as they are
perceived by the joined obsetvation and introspection of a poet,
who in turn embodies them in unique poetic forms.

-Gerard Manley Hopkins
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The poet's voice need not merely be the record of man , it can be
one of the props, the pillars to help him endure and prevail.
-William Faulkner

... and be ready always to give an answer to every man that asketh
you a reason of the hope that is in you ...
-1 Peter3:15

Editor's Note

John Steinbeck signed his books with a drawing of a plump pig
with tiny wings. Below the drawing he would write the word

Pigasus, accompanied by the Latin motto ad astra per alia porci"to the stars on the wings of a pig."
In Steinbeck's own words, the Pigasus symbolized the writer
as "a lumbering soul but ttying to fly, " with "not enough wingspread but plenty of intention ." Steinbeck's wife Elaine added that
"man must tty to attain the heavens even though his equipment
be meager."
I joined the staff of Inscape a year and a half ago. In the first few
weeks of the semester, we were trained in the a11 of recognizing
good literantre-with a capital L. We read great poetry and great
prose, and we discussed what was so great about it. We set lofty
ideals, and we committed ourselves to accept nothing but the best
in our journal.
A few weeks later, piles of sn1dent essays, poems, and sho11
stories began streaming into our Inscape inbox. I eagerly plunged
into a tall stack of personal essays, in search of the polished prose
and evocative image1y I had encountered while reading The Best
American Essays 2008 a couple weeks before. I searched the
pile for another knee-slapping account of a Jew growing a Hitler

mustache or another touching tribute to Otis Redding's soulful
performance at the Monterey Pop Festival. But I didn't find those
things, at least not right away.
I remember telling Brent Rowland, then-chief editor of Inscape,
how frustrated I was that so many writers were turning in pieces
that clearly fell short of my litera1y standards.
Brent listened, and then he said something like, "You know,
that doesn't bother me at all. I'm just happy people are writing."
Since then I've had some time to think about what he said, and
I've determined that we humans are really just a bunch of pigspigs with tiny wings. We're soft and we're vulnerable, and too often
we're content to waste time rolling around in the mud because we
think that we can't get out-if mud is what we're born into, then
mud must be what we're made for.
When we write, however, we start flapping our wings. And
although our wings may not be that great-and certainly our
bodies are much too large-at least we're snuggling to get up out
of the mud. We're shooting for the heavens, even if our equipment
doesn't seem fit for the job.
I am grateful for all the words that have been sent to us, and all
those that are to come, no matter how inadequate they may seem
to their writers or anyone else-because we just never know when
one of us, despite our lumbering mass, is going to take off and
write that poem or that essay that gets us all to see there's a world
outside of us, a world above the mess of the sty.
I remember reading words and ideas-from that first stack
of submissions and others like it-that have stuck with me. I remember reading an essay about a girl who confessed to obsessively

taking and collecting pictures, and since that day I haven't taken a
picntre without first asking myself why and thinking of her.
And I remember one sto1y-you'll find it in this journal if you
keep reading, so don't put it down-about a Uruguayan woman
and the swarm of bees that reminded her she was alone. When I
read it, I was less alone.
I've begun to look up and see that there are a lot of people
around me who are not afraid to flex their wings, to work eve1y
muscle in their plump porcine bodies to get that bulk of theirs off
the ground and flying.

Inscape may not be an anthology of this year's best American
essays. But it is a journal of literature: of writing that aspires to
show us there's more to life than circumstances as they are. The
pieces in this journal do not hesitate to acknowledge the mud
we're all familiar with-you'll read of prostitution, of sickness, of
genocide, of wasp and bee stings, of Nazis, of drug abuse-but
in the process, these pieces document the beauty and the humor
and the wonder of our mutual struggle to rise above it all.
As Inscape's chief editor this year, I join with Brent in saying,
'Tm just happy people are writing."
I hope Steinbeck won't mind that we've chosen to adopt the
symbol of the Pigasus for this year's issue of Inscape. I hope he'd
smile to see our own version of the flying pig in the pages of this
journal-after all, we too are just nying to get off the ground.

Ad astra per alia porci.

WHAT YOU LEARNED FROM YOUR ANIMAL ATTACK
by

Annie Pulsipher

You're dashing to Spanish class, the syrupy baseness from this
morning's oatmeal, inhaled approximately thirty seconds prior,
begging to be quenched by gum . But you don't have gum, just like
you don't have a hairbrush-though you desperately need oneor even your Spanish textbook, though to be fair, you don't know
that yet. A few moments more and you're officially on campus,
which means an end to the dashing business. Late though you may
be, there's no excuse for looking like a maniac when there are eligible mates about. So instead , because you really are quite late, you
adopt a quick saunter doused in Shakira-esque swayage, though
cettainly not what you 'd see in Vegas. You hope. But just enough to
give off the impression that you are a ferti le-female-type person
who is really going places, and irc:ipida/ Because you're late.
Maybe it's because you're focusing so much on this futile sexappeal business that you are so startled by the sudden attack. The
bolt from the blue. Stopped mid-sway, you fa ll to your knees,
clutching your chest, choking at the sharp, thin pain-white, fie1y
needle. During these first moments you're convinced that you're
having a heart attack, which really sucks because it means you'll
3
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definitely miss that Spanish qui z. Only, hea rt attacks normally
make people faint . . . right? And you're awake, awake and acutely
aware that th e pain keeps happening-another need le, iquema
internal So, beca use pain is more press ing than boys, you pull
down your shirt, and there's the answer: the bee from the blue.
Well , wasp technically, which explains the multiple stings.
You 've always thought there was something noble about bee
stings-pain, killer pain, but don e for the good of the colony and
req uiring the ultimate sacrifice. But was ps are pure malice. They
can hurt you as much as th ey please. This was p even seems to enjoy
it; you know beca use it doesn't fly out of your shi11 even though
you've left th e way wide open. So you reach down and grab the
little bicho sucio (yes, all the passing men types can see you reaching down your shirt and apparently gro ping yourself), a nd then
you strain, prepping to tl1row him on the pavement and ooze him
dead. Only he's a rnonstruito con inteligencia, and he strikes again.
You release him to suck your tl1robbing hand and he escapes.
Wasp: 1, You: 0 .
You are nying now, just a little, rage tears mostly, but you force
yourself to composure, gra b your backpack, and limp-dash to
class, unable to stop clutching your chest and all the sway gone.
The reality of what just happened to you is so embarrassing and
odd that you seek for a moral. Modesty is the obvious one: if only
you had followed the Honor Code and not worn the scoo p neck
this wou ldn 't have happened . Only, your shirt today is pretty
puritanical, collarbone almost covered . It makes you wonder how
the wasp even got in . The shirt you wore yesterday, when you
had the time to primp-the blue, flowe1y, waifish thing, which
4

your mother always insists needs a tank top-is what should have
garnered the divine retribution. But really, now that you think
about it, it would probably have been easier for the wasp to get out
of that top, thus fewer wounds. And you're stunned by the irony.
No, today was the clay. The clay of your quiz. Vindictive demon.
Wasp: 2, You: 0 .
You stumble into class , and yes, you've missed the quiz. You'll
have to arrange a special time to take it with the professor, points
clocked of course. And it's all so senseless and awfol that you feel the
need to express yourself, to tell the embarrassment and therefore
lighten it, to joy in the communion of shared experience. Only,
you have no friends in this class. But oh well, what better way to
make them? You turn to the girl next to you, noticing peripherally
that her hair is immaculate, and say, in the required Spanish (poor
though yours may be) , "Antes de clase, una avispa vol6 en mi camisa
y me pico muchos tiempos ... "

The girl turns towards you, bemused; she hadn't been listening.
"What?" she says.
"iQue?"

"Huh?"
"i Que ? We need to speak in Spanish."
"Oh. iQue?"
You continue frustrated. Where is her sympathy? "I was saying,
Estoy embarazada porque-"
"iE mbarazada!" she laughs. "You're pregnant?"
No, no, no-now you've done it. You've gone and made the
ultimate false-cognate error. Tengo vergiienza or estoy avergonzada
is 'T m embarrassed." You've just said you're pregnant. Plenty of
Pulsipher 5
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people fall into this error, but it never fails to amuse and embarrass.
Appropriate really. You're tired, so you don't bother explaining
to pretty-hair girl that, in fact, embarazada once acmally meant
"embarrassed," but after being applied to disgraced women for
a while it switched meanings, and that really, ultimately, in an
archaic way, you're right.
No, instead you turn away and stare at the cotton-candy
peppiness that is your teac her's slide show. Images of couples
kissing (besame, por favor), hugging (abrcizame tambien), and
othe1wise doing coupley things (dame a al9uien , a cualquier
persona ... o mcitame ahora) twirl on the screen before settling
tauntingly before your face, and you wish tl1at you could have
someone to share tl1is with, to help with the madness of life. But
you don't. So you continue to clutch your chest in tl1e back of the
classroom, not caring if you appear to be groping yourself Asi es

la vida.
World: 3, You: 0 .
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THE TIGHTROPE DANCER
by Shertok Samyak
Haiku s to Philippe Petit

Eve1y plump morning
he gambles with his life to
be alive again.
Walking between twin
towers is impossibleso he starts walking.
He jumps on a wire,
forgetting eve1ything elsethe dancing Buddha.
He spends an hour
touching raw clouds-artistic
crime of the centmy.
In this mad le coup,
ifhe dies all he' ll have is
immo1tality.
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KICK.
by

Spencer Hyde

Lively. Not lively. I walk through the death fields in the shadows of
green-freckled trees, alighting upon the newly unearthed bones
of a generation whose struggles have been lost upon our thoughts.
White butterflies fill my perspective and contrast the bloody loam .
My faith in hope is lost and found with each kick of the wind by
those frail, wispy wings. Kick. Kick. Kicking. The butterfly effect
so often spoken of only reaches the edges of these fields and falls
dead at an instant. No hurricanes will be created by these small
things of wings. Kick. I kick against the pricks of sanity. I am at
sanity's edge. Kick. I look back and see half-in, half-out bones of a
massacre, a genocide, a loss. Clothing sticks, still, to the still bones
brittled with age. Colors have not completely faded. Sublime? Too
strong. Perhaps I am simply awe-filled to such a dizzying degree
that I can hardly swallow the idea that the clothing still holds a hue.
Flesh may melt away in the bloodstained earth, but the clothing
worn by that generation still holds some pigmentation. Colors
that were nailed to the mast of the old ship genocide, a ship that
sailed straight into the once-pits of these now-fields. Cambodia.
Pol Pot. The Khmer Rouge. Phnom Penh. Politics more suited for
9
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university texts seeking some geopolitical explanation. I am not
geopolitical. I am here, and only here.
Papers? I only have paper to write with. I have told the last
questioner I am not a repo1ter. No. Not anger, sir, just curious . Ah!
I see you ride a motorbike as well. Thank you , but I have plenty
of petrol. What's that? Yes, I speak a few languages. Sony, no.
However, your English is quite good. Ah, mine is simply good for
travel. Yes, hopefully again next year. Yes. No. You too.
Kick. Kick. Break. The engine of a seemingly defunct motorbike
kicks and a sapling breaks . Wind kicks my face as the trees shadow
the gusted grass. The cloth upon the bones blows in the bluster.
Weep? Too soon. Shock has a way of staving off tears. Dizzying
shock has a way of forever submerging tears, until perhaps
those tears arise from the heart next season when the butterflies
cloud my view and kick the pathos-filled wind of an unforgotten
generation, as I wonder where hope was when these once-pits were
filled in these fields, these fields, these fields of death. No simple
title may suffice. No easy passage for these memories. Woeful and
godforsaken tl1ey hide in the earth , yet, yet, yet these people will
be heard, half in the earth and half out though they are. Eve1y
spring more and more and more bones arise from the fields. Lost
in the land. Found in the fields. Spring. Kick. A body falls into
the pit. Kick. Another falls atop. Kick. Kick. The guns fire, yet the
murderers have run out of bullets. Guns no longer kick out, spit
out stolid metal with shadows of smoke. No shell discharged. No
options. Wait. The deftness of a primitive hammer seems suitable
now. Suitable to a cause leached of humanity. A massive dullmetaled mallet; skulls cmsh easily under the heavy swagger of this
10

swinging tool. Kick. Bodies still twitch upon ostensible death. But
gmesome? Not pressing nearly far enough yet. Not nearly strong
enough. Not nearly. Not enough. Cambodia today in these fields
is a world of yesterdays. A mind lost upon the kicking wings of the
whitest flutters. I cannot glom onto even the most fragmented bit of
reason. I cannot grasp. Too tired and weak from the utter thought
of such an occurrence. Kick. Kick. The kids of some new generation
kick the makeshift football formed of refi.tse. They pass behind
my view. I cannot see them-simply hear the kick, kick, kick of
the football formed from the best of things atop that refi.tse pile.
Laughter? Too early. Too soon. Too ea rly to hear such a thing piled
atop this already blinding wonder of butterflies atop the skeletal
stmcnire of a people lost not by their choice, but by the choice of
abused power. Blind power. Power without remorse or decency,
devoid of morality. Wait. Yes. Power chose to kick these bodies into
pits. Eve1ything taken. Little abides. Little. Little but little bits of
cloth. Color abides. Colored loss. Loss? Of lives and words, yes.
Of generations and hope, yes. Of so much, yes. Yes. Yes. No hope
can find you when you're beneath a metal-dulled mallet intent on
ending your life. No hope can find you when you're beneath the
barrel of a gun intent on throwing you dead atop your friend's body
below. Kick. Kick. Kicking, the men of ephemeral power grab the
painter and drag him to tl1e building where loss knows its political
name. Tuol Sleng. Hill of the Poisonous Trees. An old man
forced to paint. This man, Vann Nath, had to paint the death, the
massacre, tl1e genocide. Colors? Colors of the field Choeung Ek?
None match tl1e hate. No brush, no easel, no canvas can hold such
pathos. The paintings still hang in the defunct building. Why?
Hyde 11
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Is it mine to ask? I can hardly stand, hardly look, hardly turn away,
hardly sit, hardly move, hardly run, hardly soften my screaming
mind of its raging image1y drunk on the idea of entire fields of
death. The religious stupa leers large in my peripheral view, filled
with the skulls of the victims. In memoriam . Electric shocking,
hanging, waterboarding, raping. Iron bars, pickaxes, hammers. I
keep coming back, I keep forgetting. Bullets cost too much. Killing
fields are aplenty. The Death Fields. Unearthed are the kicks.
Kicking are the butterflies. Kicking is the wind. Kicking against
the pricks the brittle bones beset the landscape. I stand without
motion, without movement. I watch this scene unfold as white
butterflies smear the blood-red canvas. On tl1e edge of insanity I
pulse with intent. Kick. Kick. Kick.
Papers? I was on my way somewhere. Where was I headed? Ah!
Yes. I was headed to Kosovo. Kick. The bike stand shoots into place
and I hop atop the idling engine. Pristina's hills are far, yet there
is plenty to think about. Wind kicks my face as tl1e bike holds fast
to the sinuous roads of Eurasia. Histo1y is passed in moments.
War-torn villages looked over simply because I'm tired. Tired . My
tires have ample tread. My mind is wearing thin. Thin. Clouds
thinning over the Slavic landscape show tl,e way. The roads are
pocked by disused weapomy and misused aim.
No weapons matter now. This visit was merely to get away
from the death fields. Get away to what? More deatl1. Depressing
answer? True answer. The sidewalks still speak of etlrnic conflict.
Each mark in the cement looks like a rose kicked into place. That's
what I saw. Rose petals created by bullets, petals placed in the
pavement with tools of war, massacre, and killing. Petal upon
12

petal. Life upon life. The Netherlands is my homeland. The Peace
Palace is the only place to find privacy when looking for time alone.
Papers? I assure you this is my home, sir. I seek no audience
with the decision makers of the Iran-US Claims Tribunal. No, I
am not visiting the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia. Former? Yes. That's what I said. Check again. Of
course I was right; this is my home. No, sir, we are the second UN
city. New York is first. I told you I don't have my papers. No, I'm
not from Rijswijk and I haven't read Tollens's poetty. Yes. As I said,
I'm from here. Because I clearly ride a motorbike and have little
room for large totes. Thank you, but my English is hardly "good"
and I have to be going. No, I am not aware of your policies. I only
kicked my bike to check the air in the tires. I am not angiy, just confused. How can I get my papers if you are holding my bike? These
are my sketch papers, no matter to you. Yes, stories. Not for the
newspaper; they would not understand. Please do not read them,
sir, they are personal. Yes, I realize you take security seriously. I
take stories seriously. Of course some have humor. I really must be
getting on. I am not in a huny for any trouble. Please. Yes, I will
have my papers next time. Perhaps a stoiy for you. Yes. Next time.
Kick. Kick. At times my bike wears on my patience. Papers. Yes.
This time they stay close to the chest. The desert wind is city and
quick. Pebbles kick into the air behind my shifting acceleration.
Kick. My writing papers are those I remembered. My government
papers are those I chose to forget. I enter the Cave of the Patriarchs
in Jerusalem. Minarets reverberate the prayers calling God is Great
before most have awakened. God is Great. Faithful Muslims have
arisen for Fajr. Others sleep, making the Dawn Prayer sacrosanct.
Hyde 13
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More precious than life. The Dawn Prayer. The Imam has been
awake for hours. I enter the city and kick my bike to a stop. Musty.
Thick. Air is tight and imposing. Kick. Kick. Kick. Hundreds of
shoes are kicked off reverently into rese1ved space. Heads are
bowed as the prayer leader continues his morning psalm.
Morning. Yes, I feel different in the mornings. Contrast between
light and dark is too obvious . Religious unde1tones are made into
overtures. Too often. Too many preludes to a stmy. The gunman
enters. Automatic weapon filled. Bullets are excessive. Many die.
Kick. Kick. My feet are aware, in sync with the kicking piece of
weapomy reciprocating religious fe1vor. Unequally reciprocated?
Always. Hate. Kicks continue in my periphe1y as I cross the cave to
my motorbike. Kick. Pebbles kick the wind.
Yes sir. My papers are important ... to you. I am not traveling
because I have no other options. I do not know these terms. I am
called these because I travel? Yes. I have my sketch papers to write.
No sir, please. Those writings are personal. I have those stamps in
my passport because l must travel across tl1e border. What? l do not
know this word "collaborator" you call me. I am not government.
Please. Kick. Please. Sir, that is my bike. Kick. Please. Sir, tl1ose
are my personal tl1ings . Kick. Kick. What is my crime? Kick. I cannot breathe. Chains? Please, sir. Kick. Yes, I admit eve1ything you
want. Please let me live. Truth. Yes, I have told you all I know. Kick.
Please, I cannot breathe. My papers? Kick. I have no papers.
Kick. I am no traitor. Break. Beg for a bullet? Please, I don't know
what this means. Kick. Let us talk. Friends? Sir, all I have left are
stories. Little else abides. Kick.
14

The gun cocks into place and I stare into the fields beyond
and apa!t. White butterflies kick the wind around me. Scared
as I am, hurricanes of hope elsewhere begin to build. Petals
fill the cityscapes. Elsewhere. Imam. The Dawn Prayer tells
me God is Great before anyone awakes. Before we awake God.
Kick. Kick. Kick.

Hyde 15
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BRIAN DOYLE is the editor of Portland Magazine at the University

of Portland. He is an award-winning essayist and the author of
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Writing. Doyle lives in Pottland, Oregon, with his wife and three
children. He is a favorite guest reader at BYU's English Reading
Series, having visited three times . His readings are lively and
brilliant, always imbued with a sense of gratintde and driven by
keen stotytelling ability, and he neve r fails to expose the profound
in the simple and the simple in the profound. Inscape hea1tily
thanks Brian Doyle for generously granting us permission to
publish "Father Man. "
-Evan Crockett, Administrative Editor
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FATHER MAN
by

Brian Doyle

In a coffee shop one morning in Provo, Utah, as I am reading the hoop news,
A ve1y small child, perhaps age three, appears sudden ly and says Father Man,
Could you reach me the jellies? And can I have two waffles? And a lot butter?
And for a moment, not even a moment, it was like thirteen seconds, she is my
Daughter, in all sorts of bewildering and shivering ways. Her utter confidence
In me, her eyes the color of winter just like my daughter who is now a woman,
Her making a serious run at as much sugar as she can mow through before her
Mother blows the whistle-even the way she appeared magically at my elbow
With a run of questions like sa lmon running rapids. She could tell I was a dad
Somehow-the best compliment ever. We stare at each other, plotting butter.

21
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REELING
by

James Shores

On that last weekend of October it was snowing outside, a newly
blanched world, while I sat inside a tiny hospital room, painted
bone-white, waiting for my wife to die. Her birthday had been just
a week prior, and I did my best to distract myself from asking the
questions that I did not want answers to.
She was hooked up and plugged in to nearly eveiy machine that
technological medicine could offer: the heartbeat monitor, watching for irregularities; the IV drip controls, doling out her medicine,
fluids, drugs-anything they needed to push through her; the temperature readout attached to her forefinger, tracking her body heat;
the oxygen n1bes, feeding air from a large tank up through the lines
around her nose, their soft hiss a persistent ambiance to the sullen
enclosure. All of this fed into her, either by tempora1y ports at her
elbow crevice running up to her hand, taped and protected, or by
a tube that dumped directly into her ao1tic artety through three
aqueducts, surgically implanted near her right collarbone several
months earlier. When you pull and push as much as they did from
my wife, a more permanent solution is welcome.

23
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Nurses worked in eight-hour shifts (or maybe it was twelve-it
soon didn't seem to matter), each with the same responsibilities
but often enacted with vaiying considerations. Some of them came
to know my wife and me by our first names, while many snick to
Mr. and Mrs. A few never addressed us at all.
Little of this left a mark on Chris; she was sleeping, for both
of us .
I often look for meaning in my surroundings-I imagine most
folks do. While I went on my second year of academic hianis from
Brigham Young University's film program, the stream of life's
inevitabilities had grown into a tidal wave, and I began to wonder
if there would be anything left to hold onto. Dealing with my wife,
finances, and our little girl, I made small effons here and there to be
self~taught. I read about writing and wrote out ideas or even short
scripts. Mostly I watched a lot of movies. It was difficult to plan
beyond two-hour increments some days. Maybe I wanted to have a
means of escape, a way to forget. But often the films behaved more
like a polished mirror, and the reflection was hard to watch.
For some reason my first memo1y of any movie is The NeverEndin9

Story. I was only three when I first saw it. All I could remember
from it was a dying horse, Artax, drowning in the Swamp of
Sorrows. Being so young, I thought the horse had actually died
right in front of me.
Once while my family lived in Oregon, Dad took my two
brothers and me to the local theater to see Dirty Rotten Scoundrels ,
with Steve Mattin and Michael Caine. While I understood some
24

jokes, laughing when others did, it didn't all make sense. How was
it that people lying to other people was so funny?
I was eight when Tim Burton's Batman came out, and again I
went with my family. Batman was so dark he could have been a villain, but I latched on and saw in him a hero. Batman never could
forget the death of his parents-it's what drove him.
While living in Colorado, I saw Jurassic Park in the theater
with my family, and while I knew the dinosaurs were not real, I
was scared by them nonetheless. Perhaps it was the idea of how
science could go wrong, or the possibility of creating monstersor maybe I was like any kid and just didn't want to be eaten alive
while on a toilet. The syntax and symbolism of a film may be more
apparent to me now, yet the simple truth of not wanting to die in
the middle of the mundane still lingers.
The happy films are the ones with a cliche in them, like "happily
ever after." The loose ends wrap up, the hero wins, the villain lies
vanquished. How often does the camera roll after the couple rides
off into the sunset? Where is the orchestral swell for the two souls
stuck in a corner room, joined in rhythm by the faint beep of a
hea1tbeat monitor and their own shallow breathing?
I had wanted to dress Madi in some superhero cosnime for
Halloween, but Chris had already picked out a giraffe costume
months prior, one where the animal head extends beyond the cap
of the suit. It was all the same to a little girl, only nine months in
the world. She did look pretty cute; that, and it's hard to argue with
a woman in the middle of a bone marrow transplant.
Shores 25
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I dressed Madi as the giraffe, ready to make the hour trip from
our house to the hospital in Salt Lake. My little girl didn't care about
her outfit; she was just excited to see her mom. She had a difficult
time understanding the "rules" about Mom: why she couldn't lie
in bed with her all day, why Mom didn't live in the same house,
why cold sterilizer was constantly applied to her little hands.
Most days tl1e rules mattered to Chris and tl1e nurses, but there
were times when the rules didn't get a say-a little girl in a giraffe
costume was hard to say no to. She crawled and climbed over
Chris, wanting to touch all the buttons, tlie bed a new playground.

I did my best not to micromanage.
Evennially Madi lay down next to Mom, me at tlie recliner next
to the bed, and we watched a movie on that tiny mounted hospital
television. I don't remember what it was.
It's difficult for otl1ers to understand our actions, to see behind the
scenes. How could they know? Like the lady outside the Outback
Steakhouse who glared at my wife and me as we exited my lifted
truck-it looked ridiculous parked in tliat handicap spot, the tempora1y placard hanging from the rear-view mirror. That was before
all of Chris's hair fell out, while she was still pregnant with Madi
and undergoing several rounds of chemotherapy. She looked too
normal to be sick.
The first day I met my wife's grandma-Grandma Jan when
she isn't listening-she quickly sized me up, grabbing my hand
with a firmness tl1at conveyed the intent of her brevity.
"Are you the one elating my granddaughter?"
"Yes, I am."
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"Well, what are you doing with your life?"
"I plan on going to film school."
"And what are you going to do when that doesn't work out?"
I would leave the room, often under the guise of getting foodbecause, yes, hospital food really is that bad. Usually I'd go to
buy snacks for her, sometimes dinner if we had the money. But
more often than not, I went just to escape. I began forming a
terrible metaphor for what was happening. Time was a runaway
train, barreling fo1ward, unstoppable, tearing up all in its
path, my wife the bound hostage tied to the tracks, like in a bad
Spaghetti Western.
But I was no Clint Eastwood. I was a helpless man , perched
from a view to watch it all unfold, but too far to make a difference,
to save her. The outside world became a machine, and I no longer
wanted to plug in.
When driving to the store or back and fo11h from the hospital,
if I was cut off on the freeway, or on any street for that matter, I
wanted to set the perpetrating vehicle ablaze, slash its tires. While
waiting in lines at the groce1y store, the gas station, the hospital
cafeteria, conversations leaked out behind me, in front of me-a
comment from the person at the cash register, over-dramatizations
of personal relationships, irrational complaints of car trouble,
neighbor trouble, a statistics professor that was too difficult, a
coffee maker that wasn't brand new. The sighs and beleaguered
moans and drawn-out hums of an indifferent people, wasting their
breath. It grew inside of me, a cancer of my own, eating, gnawing.
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As I waited in a Smith's grocery self-checkout with a handful of
items Chris had asked for-chips, salsa, and fruit snacks, food she
wouldn't eat much of because it just made her sick-a group of
three college girls cut me in line. One offered a smile and a wink.
"I'm cute, don't you think? Sure you don't mind," her eyes said
as her lips asked, "Oh, were you in line?"
"What the - - does it look like to you?" It was all that could
come out.
The threesome of girls was taken aback-their loud "look at
me" manner of talking gone, the awkward silence unavoidableand they quickly moved their items through the self-checkout line.
My eyes burned into the backs of their skulls. I wanted their
world to hemorrhage, their carefree smiles to droop into early old
age, while all of their anchors drop out the bottom, until they only
knew anguish. I intended no physical harm, for I wanted to unload
a mental burden that far exceeded any tangible pain I had known.
I wanted to drag people, one by one, into that encapsulating hospital room, force them to watch their loved one whither until bone
presses out against the cheek, hands, and feet-repeat the same
sto1y to eve1y person you know because it's all they know to discuss,
hearing their "advice," watching them return to their life while you
rot in yours. I would take the car trouble, the jerk profe_ssor, the
tedious nothing that life can dole out.
Actually, I said nothing to the three girls. I shook my head
and waited.
So much of me wanted to look back, to ren1rn somehow to life
before it bore to me its unforgiving momentum; there was nothing
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to outrun, but I tried. I watched Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves
again, a favorite growing up. What a bad film. Then I watched
Stephen King's It, which many years ago caused my brothers and
me to refi.ise to bathe or shower for weeks-now, there's just a
silly clown.
And what about The Never Ending Story? Ifl watch it now, it will
be different. What of the old memo1y, of how it was? A part of me
wants to hold on, to keep it nostalgic and not revisit it-but only
a part.
Nothing about these films has changed, but we are just meeting
on different terms, and somewhere the child has left behind the
childish things.
I don't know if it was the next day, or right when I got back from
Smith's, but as I returned to the cancer wing there was a man exiting the door directly across from my wife's room. He was visib ly exhausted , the rings under his eyes seemingly filled with helium, the
only thing keeping his head up. We crossed patl1s without a word,
and I pretended to keep stride until I heard his footsteps round
the corner. The door he left from, just across from mine-ourshad several crayon drawings taped against it. One said "Momy git
bettr." A nurse exited the room, briefly smiling at me, and turned
into another room.
I counted for tl1e first time. There were ten rooms. I knew how
eve1yone in tl1is wing of the hospital came to be here, but I still
didn't understand why. I didn't know any of their names, I didn't
know how old or young they were or if someone was there to care
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for them, and I didn't know if their cancer was stage 3 or 4. But I
knew "Momy git bettr."
However long I stood there, Chris must have begun to wonder if
I were coming back because she called me.
'Tm just outside the door. I got your snacks," I said. "And I
rented a movie for us to watch ."
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MOTHERS
by Kylan Rice
Her dance
is a ribbon tugged
from undone hair.
She is merely practicing
on an empty stage. It is how
she laces up her flats , the tight
rhythm of tied knots,
late swallow of her hands.
With the slow uncurling seashell
of the first violin note
she is casting something of£
Piccolo notes nicked
behind her ear, tuned
to this unpeeling of her skin
as if she were a sunset, bones worn
clown like hot months, until you can see
the tid al pull of each muscle.
How is it that
she can unravel herself so,
and bind me upthis danced tourniquet,
until I can barely breathe.
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DIALYSIS
by Kylan Rice
for Margaret Young

river easing into the hills
like a sunday drive
and we stood thigh deep in the heavy
marsupial ripples of the water
with fishing lines, flies tied
like blood truces. th e steelhead
tripping upstrea m were voices in a storm and
it was spring.
we watched th e water, thin
scooping wrist bones, silent bangles, as it caught
rims of light and slipped them aga inst the shore,
mutely kneaded for warmth and color
as a hand held in hospital,
emptying
through the meadow
that we would camp in, with its
poppies like nextdoor gunshots.
and at dawn, the memoty of mist through roots.
as we gutted bright fish-slow coughed fumbl e
of viscera-you sweated
like a summer night with tl1e windows open.
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snug currents
wrung through stones-i remember
that a river is not repeated
like blood,
or apologies.
this makes these afternoons
less difficult.
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SOMEWHERE IN MUMBAI
by

Shertok Samyak

Three long whistles.
Our day has begun. The naked bulbs in our kothis and the nibe
light in th e hallway are lit. We all come out ofour kothis arranged
in two rows. A curtain thick with laye rs of dirt drops where the door
should be. At the end of the hallway, we turn left into a hallway just
as long. That hallway leads us to the shower room. One guard is
at the front and another at the end of the line. Their hands cany
pipes. Whistles around their necks dangle on their chests.
The shower room contains three toilets, four sinks, and five
showers. There is no tap. We use jugs to pour water. The toi lets are
piss-ye llow. The water is cold like wounds . We share two bars of
soa p, two towels, and three jugs between eleven of us. The guards
watch us as we take off our clothes, pile them at a corner, and enter
the showers. We do not feel naked. Not anymore. Some breasts
droop. Some breasts are not different from the chests of boys. One
or two breasts are perky. Those are th e ones the guards stare at.
After the shower, we put the same clothes back on.
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A long whistle.
We form a line again and go back the same hallway. About midway,
we nm1 left into a room. It's the dining room. We all sit on tl1e
cement floor. Not a single chair. Or a table. We get a cup of chai
and two parathas. Chai is witl1out milk and cold. Parathas are hard
like tin . The guards stand at the door as we drink chai like water
and chew parathas like bones. We wash tl1e cups and put them
upside down on a counter to d1y.
A long whistle.
We form a line. We foLlow the path back to our kothis.
Our kothis are just enough to fit a wooden bed. The bed contains
a handmade mattress, quilt, and pillow-all black with ditt.
Cigarette butts, cheap wine stains, and burst condoms litter our
kothis. Bollywood movie posters cover tl1e brick wall. A bulb hangs
precariously from the ceiling so low one has to be careful to avoid
bumping one's head . The light from the bulb fails to penetrate tl1e
darkness settled in our kothis. We do not have access to the switch.
The guards have a master switch tl1at controls all tl1e lights in ilie
kothis. We never know when the lights will be n1rned on and off,
but they control our day and night. Not a single window or ventilation . We breatl1e tl1e same air breath after breath.
Two sho1t whistles. The first customer.
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We go out of our kothis to the selection room and stand in a line
against the brick wall. A rusted cage with a parrot inside hangs
from the ceiling in the selection room. The parrot looks at us . It
does not ny to get out of the cage at all. It just stares at us. It eats
the food ma/kin gives it twice a day. It has memorized few phrases
that ma/kin has taught it. Tum hara nam kya hai? Tum kaise ho? I
wonder how long it has been in that cage. I also wonder if it still
remembers how to fly.
The customer is middle-aged. He is wearing a checkered shi1t and
black pants and glasses. He looks as normal as anyone. His hair is
nicely combed , mustard oi l shining in the dim light. His shyness
manifests in his cheeks that flush and his thumb that fidgets. It
cannot be more than his third time visiting a beshyalaya.
While the customer briskly runs his eyes over us from encl to encl,
a man enters the room with a girl in his arms. A dalal. The girl
looks unconscious. Drugged . He rests her on the couch against his
shoulder. Her head falls to the side. The man does not notice it. He
is busy talking to ma/kin. Negotiating the price. The man points
to the girl's face and eyes, but ma/kin appears to be uninterested.
She has been in the business too long to show her admiration for
the girl's bea uty in front of the dalal. The girl cannot be older
than twelve.
She has donned a red sari. Ti lh ari dangles above her blouse. A
streak of sindoor marks her head where her hair parts. Just married.
I feel something like a pinch. I, too, was just married when my
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husband told me we were going to Kathmandu . I had donned a
red sari just like this that my husband had bought for me. On the
way he gave me a bottle of orange juice. When I woke up, I found
myself here. That was the last time I saw him. I was sixteen when
I got here. I don't know how old I am now. Hardly any of us know
our age. We feel too old to wonder about our age.
I remember all these things after a long time. I cannot tell how
long. I have not stepped outside this beshyalaya since I got here.
All I can tell is it has been a long time. I have almost forgotten my
past, but this girl forces me to remember. It has been so long I have
begun to doubt my memoty.
The customer chooses the last girl in the row and follows her into
her kothi. We return to our own kothis. I lie on the bed and stare at
the ceiling. I tty not to remember the girl in the selection room, but
I do. Her wedding dress makes me remember my past, which is as
distant as a dream. I woke up that night in this vety room. The first
thing I saw was the bulb. As I tried to get up, my body ached. I felt
heavy as ifl had woken up in the thick of night after seeing a nightmare. When I tried harder to move, I realized my hands and legs
were tied up. Bishwas! Bishwas! Instead of my husband, a guard
showed up. Shut up. Shut up . Where's my husband, dai? Where
am I? Why are my hands and legs tied? Help me, dai!
Two short whistles.
This time it's the police constables on duty. There are two of
them, and both come here when they are on duty. One still has
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his uniform on . His right hand holds his hat and his left his stick.
He uses the stick to n1rn our heads right and left. He uses it to poke
our breasts as well. Once I dreamed of killing a police officer. He
goes past me. I breathe a sigh of relief He does not have to pay.
Instead, he collects hapta when he leaves. It's for the inspector who
is in charge of this area. Ifhe doesn't get the money, malkin will be
behind the bars. The policeman chooses the second to last girl in
the line. He hurries towards her kothi pulling her along. The rest of
us go back to our kothis.
No one came to my rescue that first night. No one. I prayed to God.
Nothing. I tried to untie myself and failed. I fell on the floor as I
tried to wriggle myself free. The guard picked me up and put me
back on the bed as if I were a doll. I cried and screamed so hard
that after sometime I could not even c1y. I fe ll asleep.
When I woke, I saw a man with several fat gold chains around his
neck staring at me. Each of his fingers wore at least one ring. He
began taking off his clothes and started touching me. For some
reason , my hands and legs were not tied anymore. Please, dai! For
God's sake, don't. But he continued touching my hands, legs, and
cheeks. I tried to run, but there was nowhere to go. Outside a guard
stood. I found myself shrinking against a corner. He started touch ing me. I fought back, but I was no match for him. Soon he began
kissing me. Just then I fe lt my thumb sink into something round.
My thumb felt wet. My eyes! My eyes! I saw him suddenly pull back
and cover his right eye with his hand . My thumb dripped red. He
went running out of my kothi.
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Then three guards entered. One held my legs, another my hands.
They put me back on my bed and continued holding my hands and
legs. The third one statted undressing.
Two shott whistles.
A man of at least seventy. His face is pape1y. Shrunken veins are
easily visible through his wrinkled skin. He looks a little uncomfottable as he looks at us. He looks at our faces and drops his head
immediately. He points to the youngest among us. I wonder ifhe is
one of those old men who tl1ink they will regain their sexual desire
if tl1ey sleep witl1 the young girls, especially the virgins. He is old
enough to be a grandfather.
When I woke, I found myself naked. My clothes were scattered.
Then I knew evetything was over. But when another customer
came, I refused again. Then tl1e guards came again and repeated
ilie process all over. After the fourth time, I did not move at all. I
don't even remember twitching a muscle. There was nothing to
fight for. Nothing to lose. After that day, tl1e guards stopped visiting my kothi. Instead of guards, otl1er men came.
Two shott whistles.
I can smell his breath from the hallway. The air is thick with the
smell of cheap alcohol. As we stand against tl1e wall, I notice him
staggering. Between his index and middle fingers is a lit cigarette.
He goes from one end to tl1e other. He comes back and stops in
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front of the girl on my right. He raises his hand, but when he is
about to point at her, he loses his balance and points at me instead.
He follows me. I don 't look back. I undress myself, but he doesn't.
He is too drunk to do so.
When he is done, he fishes out another cheap cigarette and a
matchbox from his pocket. He tries to light a matchstick and he
misses it. He tries again and misses again . With his hand falling,
down goes his body foll of sweat. Soon he is snoring. I grab the
matchbox from his hand and tuck it under my pillow.
Soon my hope for rescue died away. In fact, I hoped I wouldn't
be rescued. How could I go back home after this? There was no
reason to live anymore. After eve1yone slept, I threw my shawl into
a wooden beam in the ceiling and inserted my head into the noose.
I threw myself from my bed . I was in the air. Gravity pulled me
down. The noose went tight against my neck. Tighter. Tighter. And
the darkness turned darker. Just when I thought eve1ything was
over, the shawl gave in and I fell on the cement floor. The guard
came running to my kothi. A guard always stood by my kothi for a
longtime.
A long whistle.
We come out of our kothis again , make a line, and walk to the
dining room. Three parathas and potato cuny-our second and
last meal before we sleep. After we finish eating, we take our dishes
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to the shower room . We wash the dishes with ashes and put them
back in the dining room.
On the way back to our kothis, the parrot looks at us agam.

Tumhara nam kya hai? Tumhara nam kya hai? Putali, I find myself almost whispering to it. Putali. Butterfly. But that's not my real
name. That's the name ma/kin gave me after I got here. When I was
young, butterflies were my best friends. I used to run after them in
our orchard. I never touched them though . They were so delicate
and fragile I was afraid of holding them . Sometimes they made
me jealous. Bea uty spread all over their bodies. How they kissed
the most beautiful flowers. I wanted to know the secret things they
whispered to marigolds. But after malkin gave me the name of
Putali, I stopped thinking about the butterflies.
Two long whistles.
This time it's the doctor. The doctor comes eve1y once in a while,
what seems like a month or so. He says he is here to make sure we
are healthy, but we know better than to trust him. We know better
than to trust anyone. He is here to see if any of us is HIV-positive or
pregnant. He is here for his own need as well.
By the time he comes to my kothi, I am already naked. He makes us
take off all our clothes-eve1ything-befo re he enters our kothis.
Saves him time. He shines the flashlight into my eyes. He makes
me stick out my tongue as far as I can. He taps his stethoscope on
my back. Then he lets the stethoscope rest on his neck. He removes
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the gloves cautiously. Then he starts touching me. I know what he
is doing, but I pretend I don't. He spends much more time with the
two young girls. When he is satisfied, he gives me injections and
pills and a glass of water. I swallow the pills without water. None
of us knows what they are for, but we all take them. He checks my
mouth with the flashlight. He draws my blood.
Three long whistles.
The lights are turned off. Night has fallen in our kothis.
I pull the quilt over my body and close my eyes, but I cannot
sleep. I n1rn to the left. Still no sleep. I grab the matchbox the
drunk customer had dropped. I slowly move the quilt to the side
and touch the floorwitl1 my bare feet. Freezing. I have lived here so
long I can walk around in the dark witliout bumping into anything.
I am cautious anyway. I lift the cmtain with my right hand and
look into the hallway. Dark. At the end of the hallway there is light.
I hear him snore. This one always snores. I grab the matchbox
lying under my pillow. Standing just behind the curtain , I listen
for any movement. Notl1ing. I slip into tl1e adjoining kothi. I light
a matchstick and cover it with my hand so that the guard won 't
notice the light. It's the same girl. She is still wearing the wedding
dress, but the tilw-i is not on her neck anymore. Her husband must
have taken it. The matchstick burns out. It falls from my hand and
disappears into the dark. I light anotl1er matchstick and take it
close to her face. Her hair is patted exactly the way mine was when
I got here. Sindoor is still there. The guard continues to snore.
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My hands tremble. Knees as well. I find myself reaching for the
girl's cheeks. I have forgotten the touch of a young girl's face. I
remember looking into the mirror and touching my cheeks before
I got here. I feel her face in the dark. My hands go clown the cheeks,
clown her chin, to her throat, and stop there. She is breathing as
if she were in her own bed, in her own house. I hold her throat in
my hands. I squeeze her throat gently. Then tighter. And tighter.
Her breatl1ing becomes shott, but she doesn't wake. Her legs and
hands flutter like the wings of a butterfly.
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SPLITTING THE HIVE
by

Ashley mae Hoiland

There was a swa rm of bees twenty feet above Geraldine and her
clothesline. The swarming hive was more quiet and collected than
usual, but still the sticky Urnguayan air was thick with the sound of
a thousand black bodies.
Swarms of bees usually wait in rounded masses on high sp ring
tree branches, or in th e over-hangings of roofs, and often they've
been reported searching and desperate out on airport runways.
On this particu lar morning in November, the bees were in the
shadows of gree n leaves.
When a hive of bees grows too big, it chooses another queen,
and when th e new queen hatch es from her cell, half the hive fli es
with the old queen, homeless, away into th e sky. This is called
swa rming.
This was a swarm of bees.
Geraldine was hanging her husband 's thin, yellow-striped shirt
on the clothesline. She heard the bees first. The sound of flapping
w111gs frightened her momentarily. Geraldine imagined a few
dozen bees as she approached, but when she got to the other
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side of the tree she realized that there were hundreds, probably
thousands, clinging to each other on a high branch. The whole
tree branch seemed to be moving, crawling outward. It looked like
a skin. The swarm was an oval shape. Some bees, she noticed, left
the swarm and circled close by, stopping to rest on a single leaf.
Geraldine envied them because she hadn't one person pushed in
close beside her.
She felt the seething threat of loneliness and moisture in the
air. Gabriel, her husband, was gone in the fields, and she knew
her mother wouldn't answer her frightened phone call. She would
have to borrow the neighbor's telephone anyway. Nearly fifteen
months before, her mother had come to theirweddingin her faded
lavender dress but had hardly spoken.
The last conversation Geraldine had with her mother, they
were in the kitchen a month before the wedding. Her mother was
kneading salty dough with her pretty hands. Geraldine watched
the muscles of her mother's thin forearms rise with each push on
the table, her head down as she spoke terse syllables.
"I raised you to many a Catholic, a man with an education. You
have shamed our family. You have your new religion. Have your
family. Your father would be sony. I am sorry."
Geraldine often had moments when she felt so alone she was
sure she could hear the clouds moving and bumping across the sky.
Geraldine had black hair that hung straight to her shoulder blades,
parted down the middle of her delicate head. She had a small widow's peak she had inherited from her mother. She had a slender
nose and cheeks that pulled up into small, red apples when she
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smiled. Her eyes were wide, dark marbles. A baby was inside her, a
month from the world. Her husband, Gabriel, was out in the fields
picking oranges during those first months of spring.
Each weekend when Gabriel came home on the dusty bus, his
hands looked scratched, but they felt smooth and sparkled from
the skin of so many peels. When she met him at the gate to hug
him and press her nose to his chest, he smelled of di1t and sun
and five days of sweat. He carried a bag of oranges and a few
pesos in his front pants pocket. She would watch him as he set
down his things on the bed and undressed. In his shorts he would
walk under the clothesline and up through the weedy grass to the
bathroom they shared with the neighbor, who was rarely home.
While he was showering, she would cook the polenta and sausage
in a ftying pan over the rusted propane tank they could afford to
fill only halfway.
Geraldine was thinking about how Gabriel would soon be home
and about the way she had hated her mother the day she told her
she didn't need her, packed up her small room , and moved in with
Gabriel. She was fit]] of regret and love and new life on the Tuesday
morning she was hanging the clothes out to d1y.
Above her the bees were waiting anxiously and patiently for the
scouting bees to find tl1e swarm a new home. A traveler and national
hero named Rivadavia had brought the migrant honeybees across
the river to Uruguay in 1839, and still they had nowhere to go.
Geraldine wanted to do something, and tl1e house was too
small and hot to sit in, so she crouched down to wring out some
more laund1y.
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For the first year of a queen's life, bees have no reason to swarm.
They are content to enter the hive after a day's work and deposit
collected nectar in their cell, where evaporation and chemicals
from their head glands will eventua lly make the nectar a microscopic drop of honey. For a year they do this, without question. But
annually the bees feel the natural instinct to fly beyond the designated hive, and so the worker bees pick a new unhatched cell and
feed it their royal jelly so that the bees remaining behind will have
a new, virgin queen. The day the new queen is hatched the hive
flies, staying close to the hive at first, then venturing fi.n1:her into
the unknown, risking eve1ything in search of a new home.
Without a home, bees are docile creatures. Geraldine could
have put her hand on the black, breathing cloud and no bees
would have attacked because they would have had nothing to
defend.
But Geraldine remembered once when she was young and her
uncle invited her out to the beehive with him. She put on a hood
that covered her face, and a long-sleeve shirt and gloves, and he let
her peek down into the brood boxes where the bees were making
honey. Looking back on it now, she remembered how her uncle
showed her the six-sided cell he had cut off that week and the
week before. He explained to her that the hive was ttying to make
another queen, that they wanted to break off and leave, that as soon
as he allowed the queen cell to grow she would hatch, and within
two clays half his hive would be miles away. A bee flew up then ,
under her shi11:sleeve, and stung her on the wrist. Her skin swelled
until there was no fold of skin between her arm and hand. She tried
to be brave, but when they got back to the house and the gentle
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uncle saw that she was crying, he sat her down at the table and
brought her a plate of cookies and orange soda.
Now Geraldine stood below the swarm, calculating its distance,
pulling her hair back with a rubber band. She was unsure of what a
sting would do to the baby. Even if it did nothing, a sting was still
a sting. She was alone, and she needed to finish the laundry.
The small batch of clothes sloshing in the cheap blue bucket
reminded Geraldine that there were two in her family, and soon
there would be three: herself, Gabriel, and the baby. She pulled out
the pink dress that Gabriel loved so much. It was a summer dress,
so it still fit her. Her mother always thought it too see-through.
Geraldine wrung it out over the muddied lawn, twisting it with her
young, brown hands, a few soap suds spilling and nnrning down
the footpath, through the flowers she'd planted, near the stump
where Gabriel sat and played guitar on Sunday mornings, through
the tall yellowing weeds and under the drooping wire fence to the
gravel road below. She tried to ignore the hum above her, hoping
they would leave soon, hoping they would find a new home. She
saw a few bees land on the clothesline. One landed on the top of
her wet hand. She moved too quickly and it snmg her.
Honeybees die after they sting. The stinger stays put in the
victim, and the bee's abdomen rips. The bee flies to a branch or
bit of grass to bleed to death. It is unknown if any other bees follow
to mourn as the bee's wings beat 12,000 beats per second, then
1,000, then 100 small beats, then none.
Beneath the shade of the trees, the sun was beara ble. But the
humidity made the air sticky and ripe. Geraldine put her aching
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hand to her mouth and cried a few childlike tears . Surely her uncle
would come. She could go to his house, but it was three buses away,
and she didn't have the money, and they hardly visited since she
moved to the cam po. She was sony she'd told her mother she didn 't
need her, and sony her mother kept her word and stayed away.
Geraldine's belly bulged and stretched into a rounded reminder
that the world is, after all, so small. She felt sweat at the bottom
of her hair; it rolled slowly down her neck and back, soaking the
orange tank top in the parts pulled taut by her stomach. Her
nose raised and she smelled the strange bitter scent of insects
and the sweetness of a South American spring above her. She
searched the leaves about her, and then she searched the shadows
of the leaves for signs of more bees.
It wasn't that Geraldine wasn't happy. It wasn 't that she didn 't
love the cement stoop on her tiny porch , or the rope latch on the
handmade gate, or the sheets a rich lady from the church had given
her after she married. She loved Gabriel and the baby growing
inside her. She loved her home. She just wondered why from time
to time she felt so small and tossed. There were many times when
she hadn't gotten along with her mother, times when she slept in
the homes offriends. She'd always come home though. Sometimes
she felt the bitter ache inside her, an anxious search for a return to
what had been so familiar.
The bees, in the clump above her, were writhing and moving
with life and with a motion that didn't entirely belong to them.
Nothing around them belonged to them yet. She wondered if they
noticed one missing worker bee. The quee n bee was there among
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them, and so they stayed put, clinging to the branch. They could
stay this way for days, waiting for the scouting bees to find a proper
new hiving place. The sound of the swarm was a thousand lives
breathing deep and looking for a place to go.
Once, in grade school, Geraldine had gone to Montevideo.
She remembered the people on the bus as it threaded through
the narrow streets, the shuffle of feet on the metal lines in the
floor, the mother speaking to the baby, the newspapers in hands,
the moan and creak of the old swinging door, the two-peso fare
clinking in the box, the old men gossiping in their sing-song
Castellano. When Geraldine got off at Ciudad Vieja , the people on
the sidewalk immediately swallowed her in their click-clack walks,
in their huny and conversation and swinging bags. In the market
the people pressed in around her, touching her with hand-painted
shells and crocheted baby clothes.
Geraldine remembered the hum of the city, how the sound
moved from below the sidewalks, to the grimy, papered gutters,
to the people, past the slick-windowed buildings, and up into the
sky. The sound of the bees reminded her of that city hum. They
were a miniature, crowded city, moving together like a great
heartbeat, increasingly frantic for a place to call home, for a return
to somewhere, for something to reach out and protect. Geraldine
was surprised she hadn't heard the sounds earlier. The branch was
high, but the buzz was clear.
Geraldine reached into the bucket of well-used clothespins to hang
a pair of pants. She cried silently, thick, knotted sobs forming in
her throat, first for the sting, and then for her mother.
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She reac hed down into the shallow bucket of water and pulled
out another shin and a sock. She thought of Gabriel, the way he
had made her laugh since elementaty school, the way he tucked
his hair behind his ear and pressed his lips on her neck. She was
alone, and by th e time he got home, the swarm would be gone. Her
hand ached, and she was alone. As she looked up into the tree, sun
kaleidoscoping onto her pretty eyes, she prayed silently for the bees
to take flight, to find a new place. She put her hand , palm down,
on tl1e top of her belly and listened to the hive searching and living
above her.
They were homeless, yet still they could not escape tl1 e movement and uncomfottable proximity that inevitably comes from
living in a colony, when tl1e single organ ism cannot survive on
its own.
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VASHCHENKO 'S HOUSE, LAST SUMMER
by Danielle Chelom Leavitt

First dogs and chickens, then children
in diapers running like puppies
greet us outside the house, sagging
in parts . Somewhere above the chip tin
roof, he must be flying Antonov An-2,
dusting crops. From the shed
they bring a jar of cranberry compote,
swampy warm . Rooms smell
of old flour and greasy hair,
three generations of loose teeth.
Potato vereniki and cucumbers
on the table, children stand by th e plates
as their mother presses dumpling dough .
The grandmother with folded eyes
tells us of the time when the Nazis shoved
them into the basement without food ,
how her mother carried her to the top
of the stairs and held the baby up
for the Nazis to see. "I was a fat baby,"
she says, "I smiled and slobbered
at the Nazis, and they threw us bread."
We all laugh. We are full.
And soon it's time to drive away
leaving behind mother and girl
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washing dishes, children hushed
to sleep, and the grandmother
still smiling on the chair.
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MORNING MAELSTROM
by
May V. Anderton

Commotion crowded the cafe.
"Merci," I said, looking up. The waitress raised the pot. Her
smile could have been a twitch. She nodded before stepping over
to the next table. It seemed the whole neighborhood was here.
Our saucers clinked . I pulled mine toward me, pushed his
toward him. Steam rose from the black liquid, and the aroma
widened my eyes. I didn't add sugar, but I stirred anyway.
Across from me, he scooted his chair closer to the table and
apologized for being late. He picked up the sugar dispenser. White
crystal granules cascaded into his cup. He stirred, set down his
spoon. He picked up his cup, then set it down.
He studied me as I su1veyed the room.
A drowsy couple sat a few tables from us. The woman tried to
catch her partner's eye, but he peered at his cup, transfixed .
The waitress moved from their table. She carried that pot gracefully, efficiently, filling cup after cup, starting along the back wall.
People smiled at her or thanked her. She never said anything, only
halfheartedly smiled back and nodded.
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The grey sky muffled the midsummer morning; conversations
became a steady grumble. A gentle wind sighed through tl1e open
doors and windows.
He snapped his fingers , bringing my eyes back to him.
I smiled politely. "Hi."
His face had pleased me once upon a time, from his piercing
eyes to his untamed hair, to me squareness of his jaw, to tl1e cleft in
his chin. I had known his countenance for years now.
His voice blended in with tl1e chattering. I couldn't hear everytl1ing he said, but I knew he was breaking up with me. He called
last night. We agreed to meet here, at this time, for that reason. It
didn't surprise me.
He slid his saucer a bit too quickly. A little liquid lurched and
sloshed onto the table.
I kept stirring.
A woman sat by herself over by tl1e far window. She looked wistfully out at the plaza. An infused fog floated from tl1e two cups at
her table.
I returned my gaze to me man across from me. His moutl1
formed words tl1at stuttered tl1rough the pervading inte1ference,
words about our not talking to each otl1er, about our growing apart,
about our interests changing.
About our not loving each otl1er anymore.
What was I supposed to say?
Spoons swirled in cups all around me and tapped bent melodies
on tl1e brims. I had a peripheral awareness of how my wrist kept
rotating, round and round, guiding tl1e spoon , first clockwise,
then counter.
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Bits of dialogue bounced around the room. The same, sad
refrain swelled in hushed echoes and counterpoints throughout
the crowd, like a fugue with a broken hean.
The ne1vous clatter from all the voices, the cups, the spoons
jammed my ears.
He slid his saucer back in front of him.
My spoon kept moving, as did my eyes.
A woman at a corner table tore pieces of her croissant and dipped
them in her coffee before eating them. The man sitting beside her
leaned closer to her. His hands waved and pointed at something
imagina1y, which he seemed to be explaining. He looked at her
patiently. He shrugged.
Her eyes focused on her morning sop.
The man sitting across from me raised his cup to his mouth,
pressed his bottom lip against the close edge, and sipped. The
liquid flowed between his teeth, and he swallowed. He sipped
again. He closed his eyes while letting the coffee course through
his body, his brain, his hea1t. He pursed his lips and exhaled .
I held my breath .
He set the cup down. He reached toward me and wrapped his
clammy fingers around my hand.
He let go.
He sipped again.
Then, he drank deeply.
The waitress had begun to se1ve the center tables. She hadn't
taken a break; she hadn't refilled the pot. She poured cup after cup,
gave nod after formal nod. No one refused her. The scent of the
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warm, dark nectar permeated the entire cafe and wafted outside,
luring passersby to enter.
I put my spoon down on the saucer and looked back at the corner table. The woman was gone; her croissant was gone. The man
that came with her looked confused and sullen. Lost. He scoped
the cafe, perhaps wondering where his love had gone.
The man across from me said how I was a different person now.
He asked where we went wrong, when I just stopped caring. He
drank his coffee in between complaints of how I didn't meet his
expectations, of how boring our relationship had become, of how
much he had grown and improved and become a better person to
make me happy-of how I'd made no effort to progress with him .
The waitress had already started bringing people their checks,
outer tables first. Without breaking her stride, she placed a bill between our cups .
I took it. "Merci."
The man from the corner tab le left. A few moments later, two
ladies, separately, also departed.
The waitress returned to the setving station. Smirking, she
leaned against the counter and poured herself a glass of orange
jmce.
As my eyes followed her, the man across from me expressed that
I was different but it wasn't a good kind of different, that his perspective had changed and mine hadn't, that I didn't see how much
he felt sony for me. I turned my head to face him . I strained to hear
him as his voice merged with silence. He took one last gulp. He
said I couldn 't even see him.
Suddenly, and for a long time, it was true.
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ELEGY
by

Annie Pulsipher

Marilyn Allen Pulsipher (81) died on the morning of Janua1y 2,

2010, following a heart attack. She is smvived by her husband of
more than 62 years, 11 of her 12 children, her 34 grandchildren,
and 11 great-grandchildren . One particular grandchild, Anne
Barbara Pulsipher (18), spent the majority of Janua1y 2 gadding
with her friends at the local cinema. She didn't find out about the
death until that night at 7:23. She heard the news from her younger
brother, Samuel Hale Pulsipher ( 14), who was uncharacteristically
tactful in his delive1y:
Sam, where are Mom and Dad?

I didn't mention it earlier because you were with your friends, but
they're with Grandpa because, well, Grandma passed away.
Tactful, but not specific. For a moment Anne's heart flipped ,
flopped, and spasmed in all ways that connote shock and terror
equally mixed , topped with a sprig of denial.
No , not Grandma Hale! We saw her just last week. She was
fine. How ?
No, not Grandma Hale . Grandma Pulsipher.
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Oh. Relief, what relief, what cruel, biased relief ... then , How
did she die?

She was sick. Had the flu or something. Maybe something with
her heart. Unexpected . Big surprise.
Long pause. No need to declare a moment of silence; the moment seized it. They both searched for the appropriate declaration
of sorrow. But Anne couldn't seem to find it. She searched her
heart, a muscle well-honed in melodramatic emoting, but found
nothing like the sensitivity this situation called for. In her brain
she found cobwebs where some traces of regret fluttered, but they
were mostly selfish and would disgrace the waxen figure tl1at once
bore the spark of a good woman. Ultimately, the only appropriate
dregs were empty facts:

I thought for sure Grandpa Pulsipher would 90 first. His heart
condition . ..
Guess not.

Yeah , guess not.
Yup.

Yeah.
Anne's and Sam's monosyllables echoed dully around th e
room. It was good their father was away mourning appropriately.
As tl1e echo died, Anne spent the next few moments dealing with
tl1e still niggling issue of how to 111.anage her absence of expected
feelings, but Anne's mind, never fond of wearisome introspection,
tired of the attempt and dropped it into her deep mental well of
things to feel. Then Anne and her brothers, the aforementioned
Sam and also Jonatl1an Michael Pulsipher (21), spent the rest of
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the night eating Wendy's crispy chicken sandwiches and playing
board games .
Beloved cat Roy Pulsipher (7 human years) died sometime either
during the night of June 12, 2009, or the morning of June 13,
2009, following a collision with a motor vehicle. Though no

witnesses cou ld be found-the car having fled-the blood spatter
indicated that a brush on his left side threw Roy to the pavement,
where he died upon impact. His body was found in the morning
by the pole-thin and rather tremulous Logan Jensen (14), a friend
of Samuel H ale Pulsipher. The body was cold by the time of
discove1y, but the presence of rain could have sped up the cooling
process, and therefore time of death remained impossible to
determine. Anne Barbara Pulsipher heard about the death around
eight o'clock that morning when her mother woke her up .

Annie , Roy is dead.
Anne shot out of bed, ve1y unusually instantly awake. Her
mother's tone had a previously unknown touch of quavering violin
that sang true, and Roy's accustomed space to the left of Anne's
pillow was empty save for several coarse brown hairs.
What? How?
He was hit by a car. Full vibrato now.
Does Sam know? How is Sam?

He 's preparing to bury him with Dad. They're wc1iting under the
tree house. Let's go join them.

Of course.
Anne spent the rest of the day dipping in and out of awareness.
It rained all day.
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I can barely remember how we came to have Roy. He just sort of
n1mbled out of a series of impulsive decisions. Sam, several days
before his seventh birthday, requested a kitten. Maybe I wasn't
actively involved in the debate, but I rather thought that a kitten
was out of the qu estion. After all, we already had one cat: my cat,
my beloved Misty. And Mi sty is a very possessive animal. She
certainly wouldn't be likely to let some hotspur kitten integrate
peacefully into her family. Essentially, Misty owned my family. It
was best to bow to her will.
Which is why my parents and I were concerned over Sam's
insistence on getting a new cat. Misty may seem a delicate,
waifish feline , but she certainly knows how to use her claws. To
prevent furnin1re destruction and stop her from ice-picking her
way up our legs, my family-or, more accurately, the reluctant
veterinarian hired by my family-removed Misty's front claws
when she was still quite young.
But, in credit to the adaptive ingenuity of animals, Misty
learned how to make her back claws equally, if not more,
destructive weapons than her lost ones. In case you're curious,
th e technique goes something like this: (1) unsuspecting owner
attempts to scratch cat's belly; (2) cat uses impotent front paws
to seize owner's hand; (3) with owner's hand firmly in place, cat
proceeds to rake back claws across its prisoner's arm as much as
possible before owner shakes cat off.
Thus, my family feared that a slice-and-dice would probably
await any feline who chanced to usurp Misty's position. Yet Sam
insisted, so we figured we'd at least humor him with a trip to
the pound .
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A trip to the pound. Shudder. I loathe the pound. I really
shouldn't because they do good se1vice there, rescuing pandas
and whatnot, but somehow ... I loathe it. It has a disconce1ting
smell: the rank decay of diseased animals covered with a musk of
clinical disinfectant. That smell, combined with imbued horrors
from Lady and the Tramp, seized me the moment I walked in the
door. I shrieked, "This is not a happy place! Get ye hence!" I hugged
my mother and buried my face in her coat, blocking out the pound
with her reassuring smell: books, detergent, and mint. Yes, much ,
much better.
When I resurfaced, we'd passed the worst pa1ts-the area where
they keep the lost and abandoned adult animals, the ones with
only a single-star oppornmity of being adopted, and the shadowed
doo1way labeled "euthanasia"-and arrived atthe kitten play place.
The vets kept the kittens displayed behind a viewing window, like
newborn babies. But unlike human babies, kittens are acn1ally fun
to watch. Human babies just squirm and screw up their Winston
Churchill podgy faces, but kittens gambol. Kittens pounce and
spring and play and seize life by the whiskers mere weeks after
birth. Their playroom was probably the solita1y sunbeam stirring
up dust motes in the othe1wise wretched place.
After a few minutes of general obse1vation , we selected two
kittens to take a closer look at: a Russian Blue that looked somewhat
like a dust mop and a tabby with enormous paws. The assistant
veterinarian gave us a simple histo1y of the kittens:
"These kittens have the same mother but are a different breed.
The Russian Blue is a girl and she's ve1y mild-mannered. This
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one, the tabby, her brother, is rather rowdy. You can just tell from
the size of his paws that he's going to be a monster when he
grows up."
A few moments of watching the kittens confirmed the assistant
vet's words. The poor Russian Blue seemed frightened of the
many feet around her. She skittered away from us to crouch
quivering in the corner. Well, more like she attempted to skitter
but failed because her monster-in-the-making brother tackled
her. He delighted in sparring with his sister, swatting her face,
jumping on her back, wrestling her tail, biting her ears-really
anything to get her attention . Initially, my older sister and I took
n,rns shooing the tabby off his poor sister, but after a while we
relented because (1) he wouldn't be discouraged, and (2) it made
for highly amusing watching .
We'd started out witl1 the intent of getting the Russian Blue
because a pet book recommended that one possible way of
avoiding Feline Asocial Aggression (or Misty eating the new
kitten) would be to get a submissive female. But Sam insisted
on getting the tabby. Perhaps after watching the large-pawed
demon's ceaseless need to annoy his sister, Sam felt a kinship
with the kitten. Even knowing that th e new kitten and Misty
could be a dangerous combination, we allowed Sam to get him.

It wasn't just Sam's choice; we'd all developed affection for this
most exuberant of kittens.
Several days later, with all the pape1work settled and the tabby's masculinity neatly cmtailed, we brought home the kitten,
newly dubbed Roy.
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Roy is dead. Roy is dead. Roy is dead . The wet morning ofJune 13,
2009, and Roy is dead. Speckles of blood upon th e rocks leading
to the tree house and Roy is dead.
Dad's holding Roy in his arms. Stiff Dirty. But his body isn 't
too damaged. Other than the blood dripping from the mouth, he
looks normal ... well, except for the stiffness.
Actually, the stiffness makes a big difference. It doesn 't look like
Roy. It looks stuffed. It looks like a prop cat. It's wrong. Are we sure
that Roy is dead? Have we tried eve1ything?
The body is cold. Dad says that someone put a traffic cone next
to Roy's body so that he wouldn't get more damaged after he was it.
Who did that? Was it the same person who hit him? Who was
driving around on this street at that time of night? He is-wassuch a smart animal. He looks both ways before crossing. I've seen
him do it. Mom's seen him do it. How is this possible? Did the rain
obscure the driver's vision? Did it obscure Roy's vision?
Roy is dead and it's wrong. It's not supposed to be this way.
Misty was supposed to go first. She's older. But both of them were
supposed to be around so much longer, until I go to college, until
I get married and have a husband and kids and pets of my own.
It's all wrong.
Roy is dead. Dad has a shovel. He's digging a shallow grave,
beneath the tree house. Now I'll never be able to go inside th e tree
house aga in . I'm c1ying. My mom's holding my shoulders and
she's ciying. There never was a better cat.
Di1t on top of the stiff body that is Roy but is not at all like Roy.
Di1t and a boulder. This is a shallow grave. This is badly done. But
eve1yone wants to be gone. We don 't want to spend more time by
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this once-pleasant place. I think Dad prays, offers a setvice of some
kind. Is there a heaven for cats? Is there a heaven for people?
Walking back along the path up to th e house. Drops of blood on
the path, on the boulders. From his mouth. From his ears. Now I
won't be able to use this path again.

Rigor mortis, probably the most haunting sign of death, is actually
the third of the four mortis stages. First is pallor mortis , the paleness
of death, and then algor mortis, the coolness of death, but these

mortises are subtle, overshadowed by their gruesome brotherrigor mortis, tl1 e stiffness of cleatl1. This process, the tensing of all
muscles, often results in horribly contottecl limbs and in bulging
eyes and crooked jaws, snick in expressions of horror, tl1 e body's
last protest. In humans, rigor mortis starts two to three hours after
deatl1 and dissipates after around tlu·ee clays, when the body statts
to decompose.
I wonder how long it would have taken for Roy's stiffness to
abate. Probably significantly less than three days . I could have
held him again, felt him pliable in my arms. No, no, no ... I'm
glad we buried him promptly. He would still have been cold,
and any softness would have been his form gradually melting.
Plus, he might have stunk. I don 't know if tl1e final stage, livor

mortis, the blueness of death, had begun to set in on Roy before
we buried him. In tl1at phase the blood begins to pool in the
lower portions of the body, causing bruise-like stai ns upon tl1 e
too-pale skin . Luckily, tl1e fur kept me from this. My pale, cold,
stiff, purple Roy.
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I've read accounts of people who claim to think in pictures.
used to feel this was just a way of implying an active imagination,
but l think differently now. l have photos burned into my
mind-moments of Roy's funeral, objects all around the house.
They've become associatively cursed. As soon as I see them I'm
back watching my father pour dirt over the stiff not-Roy in his
shallow grave.
To avoid:
-The stone path leading down to tl1e tree house. It was never
spattered witl1 blood, but the speckling was almost worse. Evocative
in its pattern.
-A small window across from the island in the kitchen . This
window used to be one of my favorite spots to admire my reflection
while cooking, but it was also a common haunt of Roy's. After
finishing his big-game hunts he waited there until we saw him
and let him back inside. My mother recalls once seeing Roy in the
window and pointing her finger at the door. He got the message
and was waiting there by ilie time she reached it. Such a smart cat.
-The patch of road just soutl1 of our house that once bore the
traffic cone. I didn't see Roy before he was pried off the pavement,
but I did see the dark stain of impact. It's gone now, but worrying
about stepping on the invisible remnants keeps me away from that
patt of the street.
-The shallow grave. It was too shallow. Too hastily done. It all felt
surreal. In fact, Sam confessed similar anxieties to me the afternoon
after the funeral. The speed of tl1e whole process unne1ved him. He
reassured himself by digging up the shallow grave. That's anotl1er
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image that haunts me: my brother scraping through the mud to
embrace his stiff, bloody cat.
But I shouldn't dwell on that. I should dwell on the good, on aU the
idiosyncratic miracles that made up Roy:
-His weight. Fulfilling the promise of his monster paws, Roy
quickly swelled to twice the size of poor Misty. But his weight
wasn't repulsive or oppressive; it was pure jolliness. He seemed
so content in his bulk, whether he was sliding about the floors or
just pooling in sunbeams.
-His clumsiness. Due to his weight, Roy often had trouble stopping himself as he ran across wood floors. Because he couldn't
brake quickly enough, his momentum often slammed him right
into walls. And sometimes as he lounged about on the kitchen
table (belly-up as always) he'd overstretch himself and tumble off.
-His grace. Yet with his clumsiness, there were also moments
when his beauty strnck me. As he'd stretch in the sunbeams, I'd
notice the many hues to his tabby fur and his striking tawny eyes.
Beneath the sagging fur were muscles, and when the mood strnck
him, he could bring down big game, rats and birds half his size,
which he'd then leave as presents on our doorstep. Others noticed
his power too. On several occasions, I saw him strolling out of
the neighborhood alley flanked by lesser tabbies. A fat kingpin
alley cat.
-His meow. Roy wasn't half so vocal as Misty. Misty meows
incessantly; she's somewhat of an attention hog, her meow a nasal
whine accented with a constant look-at-me clause. When Roy was
vocal he was so charming about it, his meow deep and somewhat
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toady. It had character, and it always meant something: Open this
door. Give me food. Stop stepping on me.
-His purr. Also rare, but somewhat like a tractor with a faulty
exhaust pipe.
-His sleep. When Roy slept, he puddled, he sprawled, he oozed.
But it was somehow endearing, and his sleeping spot of choice
was to the left of my head, where he'd snore and splay to his
hea1t's content. Occasionally, when he was feeling excessively forward, he'd sleep on my actual face.
-His fights. Since the first clay we brought him home, he delighted in the torn1re of Misty. He wasn't vicious about it-he rarely
hurt her-but oh did he love to pounce on her.
Following Roy's death, I've become much more aware of Misty's
frailty. She's twelve human years, which is rather old for a cat,
though I've hea rd of some living up to twenty. But before Roy
died she didn 't seem old. She still had rare spasms of kittenish
glee; she still demanded attention by licking all th e skin off my
nose; she still swatted Roy clown with vigor; she still wound herself
around our ankles whenever we cooked, in hopes of snagging some
meat; and she was still more than willing to tear the flesh off nearby
arms should they provoke her on a bad day.
But after Roy died, I started noticing problems with Misty, signs
that age had finally caught her, weaknesses I hadn't seen before.
She had wounds all around her face, her nasal meow n1rned hoarse
and grating, and-most alarming of all-large patches of her fur
began to disappear. We took her to the vet, but even they couldn't
discover the cause ... nothing physical.
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After a few weeks of obse1vation, Dad dropped a horror: "It's
self-inflicted. I think she's been scratching and licking her own
fur off"
What's wrong with her? What's wrong with my Misty? Why
should Death have started gnawing away at her so suddenly?
When he took Roy away, did he decide to linger and slowly drain
my Misty? Or did she, too, lose something when Roy died? Their
relationship was a fragile truce built on the idea of mutually
assured ... well, not destruction, but at least injury. When Roy
died, did she lose something of her identity, her channel for all
the bitterness in her life? Could guilt over his loss explain why she
feels the need for this self-flagellation? Why is she so consumed
by masochistic anxieties? Has an itch taken root in her mind that
will not be dislodged no matter how much fur she scrapes away?
Why, Roy? Why, when you depa1ted, did you leave the
world weaker? I've lived eighteen years happily assured of my
invulnerability, confident that ample time paved the path of
my future. But now I've lost it. Time's slipping away and leaving
a fragile world behind. I'm being melodra1natic, but I'm scared.
Time stretched endlessly during Grandma's fi.meral. As a close
family member, I was obligated to stay and be wrenched through
the whole emotional rigmarole. I felt awkward, afraid that my inadequate sorrow would be judged. But I had to act my part. The
mental to-feel list remained resolutely unchecked, so I was just going through the motions.
First, the close family filed into a viewing room to say a prayer
around Grandma's open casket. Then we were required to pass by
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Grandma's body one by one and offer some sign of respect. Some
people touched her hand; the most ardent ones kissed her. I opted
for staring at her with a dull look that I hoped passed for gravitas.
Like the stiff un -Roy, this Grandma was not like the Grandma I
knew. I couldn't bring myself to kiss her. I imagined that by this
point the rigor mortis had passed, but she'd certainly be cold,
and if the rigor had passed, that meant the rotting had started. I
refused to kiss my pai1ially decomposed grandmother, no matter
what chemicals attempted to mask it.
Then I sat watching the two-hour service as all Grandma's
children described her many vim1es. And I still wasn't sad. People
expected me to be sad. The fi.meral home had provided tissues
for my expected effusions of sorrow. The three-year-old daughter
of my cousin sobbed, and she couldn't have known Grandma
better than I did .
I wasn't sad, but I did regret not knowing Grandma better. I was
sony for my father and, of course, my grandfather. The prospect of
his impending loneliness frightened me. To be married for over
sixty years and then have to do without. It was wretched. It was
a deep, sca1y abyss. I wouldn't allow my hypothetical fun1re husband to die before me, but then again, perhaps he wouldn't allow
me to go without him. I figured we would just have to die together.
Maybe we could go skydiving with faulty parachutes at ninety. Life
beyond that point would be rather painful anyway, and wouldn't
it be lovely to embrace while l1tn1ling hundreds of miles an hour
toward eternity? I pitied whoever had to clean up the mess, though.
I was also sony for th e ten other living children. My, what an
output. It was Jacob-esque, and she was my grandfather's only
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wife. She could have been the mother of nations. What's more,
many of these children, at least by material standards, were
successful: an oncologist, a nurse, a lawyer, an accountant, a
cardiologist, an engineer, a psychologist, two sports car-driving,
Jet Ski-owning endodontists ... yikes. She raised and supported all
of these children though college on the salaries of a schoolteacher
and a chemist. Plus, apparently-as at least five of her children
eulogized-she was always making fresh bread . Who had time
for that?
I was impressed and amazed, but in a detached sort of way, like
when I watched tl1e movie Man on Wire. Oh, tl1at man broke into
and tight-walked between the Twin Towers ... tl1at's impressive,
if a touch crazy. Oh, that woman raised twelve children-none
of whom became criminals-without putting a revolver to her
head ... that's impressive, if a touch crazy.
I felt such a disconnect. I admired my grandmother's abilities,
but I couldn't understand her mindset. Twelve children? Why?
What impelled her? Five seemed impossible to me. Four, a touch
alarming. And three, just right. Three was a fairytale number, an
excellent balance. Should my hypothetical future husband and I
spoil the first one and oppress tl1e second, we'd probably have
found a decent balance by the third. Mind you, I was eighteen. I
didn 't intend to have these hypothetical future children for some
years yet.
My grandmother married at nineteen and had her first child at
twenty. How? I didn't understand her. There was a generational
gap, or a personality gap, or maybe just an ability gap. I didn 't
have it in me to be like her.
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But I loved her. Of course I loved her. I had warm memories of
her, though perhaps rather too few:
-Her hair. In old age, the only period I knew her, time seized her
gently. Her hair wasn't the steely, tepid gray of exhaustion, but a
springing white. Lovely, like a cloud. Like fresh, pure Alta powder,
and somewhat like Misty's fur before she began licking it off
-Her memory. Despite having some thirty-four grandchildren,
she always managed to get out biithday cards with a crisp ten-dollar bill in them. 10 dollars

x

34 grandchildren = 340 dollars a

year. And she wasn't rich. But she still always paid.
-Her attendance. She came to almost eveiy play I wrote or performed during high school, some of which were rather terrible,
or at least shocking. For example, senior year I played tl1e role of
Miss Charity Hope Valentine in the lesser-known musical Sweet
Charity. It's hard to explain exactly, but my character was soit of
a semi-hooker with big dreams and a hea rt of gold. Except, rather
than selling die whole package, Charity sold dances, which were
inevitably accompanied by being felt up. It was an immensely fun
role. My gi·andmother can't have approved, but she still came.
-Her cheesy potatoes. Grandma was a great cook in general, but
the epitome of all comfott foods was her cheesy potatoes.
Ironically, the Utah colloquialism for tl1is patticular type of potatoes is "funera l potatoes" because Relief Society groups tend to
make them for post-burial luncheons. I've long joked that the only
good reason to go to funera ls is for the funeral potatoes. This is, of
course, totally tasteless, but since I was never much invested in the
previous funerals I attended, it was a personal truism.
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There were four different varieties of funeral potatoes at
Grandma's post-burial luncheon and none of them even came
close to matching hers. Grandma would make me funeral potatoes
for almost every family gathering. Who will make them now?
I did finally resolve part of my guilt dilemma. My father, being
the mature man he is, decided to adopt a celebrato1y stance during his eulogy. Despite the suddenness of the death, he wanted to
smile. Finally, after I found that I couldn't cry, I adopted his plan
and figured I might as well smile too. I abandoned my efforts at
sadness and dropped my guilt. I figured Grandma wouldn't mind
my tepid feelings. Surely she'd understand and want me happy;
why tear myself apart just because my mourning doesn't involve
wailing and gnashing of teeth? Grandma would understand. She's
good like that.
Once a few smiles sta1ted it became contagious. Gathered
around the graveside, waiting for the family to arrive, my cousins
and I sta1ted cracking jokes-stupid, tasteless ones, the best kinds
of jokes. For example,
"Why did Helen Keller's dog run away?"
"You would too if your name was eulue9hur9ulu9e." (Think
miracle-worker grunting.)
That's one of my favorites. My mother hates it.
After the jokes came a somewhat amusing discussion that went
something like this:
ME:
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Isn't it funny in movies how you can brutally kill people
on screen by chainsawing them, or axing them, or garroting

them, and so on, and you can do that to as many people as
you want, but you can't do it to animals beca use PETA won't
allow it? Shouldn't there be a society for the Protection and
Ethical Treatment of People? But now that I think about it, it's
totally funny that I can't bear to watch that part in I Am Legend
where Will Smith has to kill his dog after it becomes a zombie,
but l'm fine with Dexter, Sweeney Todd, and all those slasher
movies. Bloodbaths can even be artistic when they're people.
MOTHER:

I hate it when they destroy really beautiful buildings in

movies. It's just such a shame, and it's always so unnecessary.
ME:

Oh, I hate that too!

I hate it when they destroy really nice cars ,
like in the James Bond movies. Eve1y other scene they're blow-

COUSIN CLAYTON:

ing up a million-dollar car.
ME:

Really? Cars?

COUS IN CLAYTON:
BROTHER JON:

Yes. Well I hate it when they hurt animals too.

Well, personally, I hate it when they hurt people.

You guys are all monster~.
ME:

Oh quiet, Jon. You're not getting the point. It's funny that
we have these reactions to movies because people getting hu1t
should bother us more.

BROTHER JON :

It's funny because you're monsters ...

I had fun. I had

nm cracking tasteless jokes and bantering with

my family. It was easy to grasp the joy. With this huge extended
family, the fruits of Grandma's goodness so near, it was easy to see
the value in her life. She was good. She made happiness possible.
Whatever heaven waits, Grandma made it there. It was an easy
thing to believe.
Pu/sip her 8 5
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As I wrote this essay, home for Valentine's weekend 2010, I
thought I had a nicely wrapped resolution to all my Roy anxieties.
I was going to recount some cathartic experience in glorious,
albeit somewhat pretentious, stream of consciousness. I was
going to have some sort of revelation about the joy that Roy gave
me and how there was "special providence" in the life of a cat and
so on. I was going to do that, but I couldn't. It felt false and forced,
even more so than usual. So I abandoned it. I wanted to know how
I really felt about Roy's death.
Of course, I'm not emotionally traumatized anymore. I can
whip up a nice passion for a while, but extended sorrow takes
ern.otional effort, which I tend to avoid if at all possible. I know
that I'm okay with Roy's death now, but what did I take from it?
What's left of Roy, that monster-pawed cat who enjoyed life more
purely than any being I've yet seen?
This niggling discontent drove me from my computer. About
my house, the memories of Roy were particularly haunting. I
shouldn't have-I knew it was a bad idea-but I went down to
the tree house. I was hoping that acntally looking at Roy's grave
would provide some catharsis. I might find flowers sprouting
around the boulder above his remains; then I could write something profoundly kitschy about the circle oflife.
Stupid me. It was winter, eve1ything drooped gray and drained.
A nice dead-leaf mulch, but not any flowers. It bothered me. I had
to get closer. Where was my resolution?
But something was wrong. I could have sworn that the boulder
that covered that stupid shallow grave sat lower on the hill. Had
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Sam not placed it back correctly when he dug up the grave? Only
one way to know.
I shifted the boulder. Beneath it, I didn't see any bones. Phew.
Just a bunch of worms and centipedes. The grave must not have
been as shallow as I thought. I figured I could still spin the circle of
life angle ifl wanted to, just witl1 bugs instead.
I replaced the boulder and stepped back to smvey the scene. I
wish I hadn't. What upon first glance had appeared a pale branch
I now saw was clearly a partially decomposed cat leg. Rather
fascinating in a macabre sort of way. The paw encl of the bone (His
monster paws! His darling, monster paws!), other than being highly
dirty, seemed relatively intact, but tl1e opposite encl of the bone
was stripped clean. Maybe some fox had done this, had ripped
apa1t Roy's carcass and gnawed off half me meat. I bet he had good
eating; Roy was rather fat, after all. Shudder.
This time I managed to resist th e urge to explore forther. A foot
was bad enough. I didn't want to snunble across a pa1tially decomposed skull. I hear me eyes decompose the fastest. A semi-furred
face without th e amber eyes .. . no, no, no! I grabbed the boulder
again and placed it over tl1e bone. Sam shouldn't have to see this.
Yet, as horrifying as my discove1y was, I do feel comforted. The
gnawing itch has dissipated. Seeing Roy's body in this condition
just confirmed my earlier suspicions. Now I'm sure that this was
not Roy, just as the waxen grandma was not Grandma.
Funerals are deceptive. Their goal is to fool death for a moment:
dressing the dead up, styling their hair, coloring their cheeks to
hide the pallor mortis-all tl1ese acts are aimed at comfo1ting the
family, giving tl1em a last glimpse of the dearly clepa1ted as they
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were before death's petversion took hold. Now it seems a somewhat silly thing to do.
At his funeral, even though all the mortises hadn't had their way
with him and the damage to his body was so minor, Roy was clearly
not Roy. And all the fineries didn't hide death's toll on Grandma .
Lying in her coffin, her body hardly resembled her. Maybe if we let
the families see more clearly the metamorphosis of death, they'd
better understand the hope I'm beginning to grasp: that bodies
and the sparks within them-the souls, I suppose-are two ve1y
different things.
Cut the soul's strings and the body is purely an object. Like a
Game Boy without batteries or a lamp without a bulb, the body
without a soul fails in its fimdamental purpose. Such empty objects aren't really good for anything other than moldering away
until they're recycled. Whatever was my Grandmother has flitted
off to heaven, where I'm sure she's making cheesy potatoes and
crocheting. I hope that when my body too begins to decay, I can go
to her and bridge the gap.
I'm sony, Grandma. Sony that I didn't seize my opportunities
to know you better while you were here. I'm sony that my bias for
easygoing Grandma Hale, who shares my name and love of dark,
dark chocolate, caused me to neglect you . She talks , and you were
just so quiet. It made it difficult to approach you . I'm sony that I
told tasteless jokes at your fimeral. I know that such things are only
amusing to pre-teens and dumb me, but I couldn't help but smile.
Life will go on here, and it will go on beyond here. I know it
must. Socrates spoke of ways of knowing, of how some types of
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knowledge are like the soul's recollection . This must be like that.
I must have known it before because, though I have no proof, all I
see and feel attests to it.
Are you with Socrates, Grandma? If so, he's probably pestering
you. When I come I'll stop him. I'll shoo him away and then not
ask, but let you tell. Except maybe, even in heaven, you' ll wish to
not tell, but just to work softly behind the scenes. That's fine too.
I'll have to just hold your hand, and eat your potatoes, and kiss the
cheek that so horrified me at your funeral. I'll find a way to know
you. I'll only rest once I do.
And when I rest, on my pillow to the left of my head, Roy will
sleep. He must be there too. He had such a spark that I'm sure it
smvived. I need more time with him, also. I don't suppose I'll be
able to ask him questions-unless cats can talk in heaven, and who
knows? In that vast uncertain rea lm perhaps they can. At least, I'll
be able to hold him and hear his tractor purr buzzing out his pure
joy. Roy knew how to treat this world like heaven. I imagine in the
next he'll feel right at home.
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SOMETHING IN THE CENTER
by Dallin Bruun
life has a special slot for a good therapist
mine just got back from Thailand
doing one of those 20 or 50 clay silent retreats
I can't remember
he said he was doing a meditation class on Thursday
and that I should go
we sat in silence for 45 minutes
I discovered my brain is like my annoying neighbor Roger
it goes on and on
I had to say
no more words no more words no more words
it worked like peeling
back onion layers
until you find that something in the center
something small and lonely
alive in a cage of bones
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MY SHOWER CURTAIN
by

Rachel Redfern

The little ducks sat smugly on the shower curtain today. Evil ducks,
just waiting to goose-step off the cheerful, blue plastic and march
through the bathroom brutally conquering the sink (a.k.a . Austria)
before capntring the bathtub (Poland) on their Nazi-ish march
for world domination. The poor bamboo soap dispenser and his
flimsy, toothbrush-holding wife never had a chance in the demonic
world of ceramic tile.
I ntrned back to my bath. The bathroom was definitely starting
to get out of control. I'll need to pay extra attention to the rest of the
house, though, and make sure that this strange behavior doesn't
move to the other rooms.
Sean left me three months ago. I hate him.
I've always felt that the cereal boxes were a little confined in the
cupboard. Sean used to laugh at me for letting them sit out on the
counter all afternoon, but I just felt that tl1ey must have needed
some air. They've been coming across as more repressed lately,
though. The Corn Pops boxes were exceptionally pushy this morning. The poor Apple Jacks struggle for space in the crowded kitchen cupboard (the Corn Pops always get to be Palestine; tl1e App le
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Jacks sigh and agree to be Israel, but only if the Frosted Flakes
agree to mediate) . I've warned them time and time again that
those flakes don't hold any real power; they're backed by Tony the
Tiger, but he's just a lot of talk. They insisted that the UN, um ,
the Frosted Flakes are working on a viable solution. I just giggled
and closed the cupboard. The Apple Jacks are cute in their naivete.
Silly cereal boxes, if they only knew-evennially eve1yone stabs
you in the back. Sean had an affair with a floozy named Stacy. I
hate her too.
The black pantsuit hanging from the hanger is getting awfi.tlly
close to the strappy, short, red and silky Chinese number.
Everyone is in fact. No matter how much I attempt to separate
them, they all gravitate back. Some people just can't keep their
hands to themselves as they squirm for another Cold War. I had
a serious conversation with my black pantsuit about tl1e nanire of
professional behavior and not mixing business with pleasure, but
it sn·uggles to listen. It was a lesson Sean could have learned too.
One day I slammed my open palm into tl1e wall by tl1e door nine
times and then punched a hole through it. I'm not sure which day
it was, though-all of the household drama has thrown me off
a bit.
The washing machine has been telling me some interesting
stories lately. Apparently, the d1yer believes he is some kind
of Moses and has been leading a band of chosen socks to the
Promised Land. This event comes after his clever trick of nirning
water into blood, which dyed several loads a bright shade of
pink. However, his semi-messianic ideal of deliverance has done
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nothing but cause cases of clinical depression in the left-behind
socks; they keep mumbling about destroyed illusions of spending
eternity with a perfect soul mate. I sympathize with them, so I
moved the leftover socks into a box next to my bed and gave them
all a round of fabric softener. It was hard to get to sleep with all of
the drunken singing, but they were finally looking happy again,
so I left them alone.
My mother called today to see how I was doing. I didn 't answer
the phone. I knew it was her because she is the only one that calls
anymore. My boss stopped calling weeks ago. The lastvoicemail he
left me mentioned severance checks and his heartfelt apologies for
what I must be going through. I have no idea why he's apologizing,
though. I'm doing fine, and I always hated my job.
The DVD player has completely destroyed the TV. The entire
entertainment center almost went up in flames, and when I went
over to investigate, I found smoke pouring out of the TV, and the
DVD player just sitting there with a smug smile on her blinking
face. According to the surround sound, the TV decided to play
Goliath, the big bully, and the DVD player naturally wanted to
be David. High electronic signals were passed, a little too much
current, a zap, and the TV went up in flames . I thought things were
getting better in the house because most eve1yone was getting
along, but this is getting malicious. The blatant antagonism
between my appliances needs to stop.
I played a game of darts today. I used Sean's 1994 high
school graduation picture hanging in the dining room as my
board. The pockmarks it made on his face were lovely. I don't
feel bad about this. I realize I might be setting a bad example for
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my out-of-control, impressionable household items; however, my
anger isn 't violent. It's pure.
My bottle of peroxide thinks she is Marilyn Monroe. So far she has
had an affair with the Color Care Shampoo, the toothpaste, and a
slightly patl1etic washrag. I tell her about Marilyn post-JFK, but
she insists that tl1e medicine cabinet is going to be her next great
conquest. It's obvious tl1at she has been fading a little with lack of
attention, but gentlemen still prefer blondes. She'll find sometl1ing
to do before she's empty. I do admire her fo1tin1de, tl10ugh-she's
been able to pick herself up from all sorts of "male mishaps" over
the years. Perhaps I should tty a stint at being tl1e "other woman."
Rock ballads have become my constant companions. Fleetwood
Mac's "Go Your Own Way" can only be outdone by Don Maclean's
"American Pie." As cliche as it sounds, they give me a sense of pride
in how "dramatic" my own life has become. I've even considered
sending a short biography to whatever is left of Aerosmitl1 in tl1e
hopes that they will use my life as an inspiration for their next
album. The irony will be wonderful; Sean hated Aerosmith.
Woodstock is hosted in my garage eve1y summer. Sean
never took me seriously when I said this, but tl1at's only because
he never really liked music or concerts or fun or ' 80s movies or
dancing or swimming or spending time with me. Three years
ago tl1e whole Woodstock/garage thing got out of hand and tl1e
bike and an old soccer ball were completely crushed to deatl1 by
a screaming mob of Craftsman tools (the Beatles were playing on
tl1e otl1er side of the garage-it was quite a stampede). I tried to
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explain this to Sean when he found me c1ying over the soccer ball,
but he didn't understand and told me to stop being so sensitive.
Still, eve1y time I go in there I feel a little ove1whelmed by tl1e
screa ming mass of bodies that surround me. But the Police do a
pretty good job of riot control, so I'm not too worried.
Today, I think I finally had a breakthrough. I killed Sean. I feel
liberated-more like myself. In order to kill Sean, I smashed eve1y
picn1re of him in the house. I took a baseball bat to the 1969 ,
cherry-red Camaro he left in the backyard. Then, I rammed his
favorite putter into the garbage disposal.
It was awesome.
"GO, GO, GO!" I screamed to tl1e dead leaves in the pool. "This is
the last helicopter out of Saigon!" The leaves struggled to swim to
the other end of the pool as fast as tl1ey cou ld without the benefit
of arms. I reached in witl1 my giant net and attempted to fish them
out. They didn't make it, though, before the pool sweeper moved
in. I hung my head; tl1e poor leaves had been so young when they
were drafted into the pool. They just wanted to go home. To die
alone seems a terrible tl1ing. I feel like I can't face tl1e grief over
their demise alone. Despite their constant clogging of me pool
drain , were they really so terrible? Perhaps I should have forgiven
them sooner and fished them out while they still had a chance.
I think I might feel bad about killing Sean. However, my
refrigerator has become quite philosophical lately, so I n·ied talking
to him about my guilt. The other appliances recommended him;
apparently, his work on psychoanalysis has actually developed into
a major theo1y. According to th e blender, th e fridge completely
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cured the toaster of his awkward fetishism (he kept spitting the
bread back at me). I told the fridge what I did to Sean. I don't
think he was listening as well as he normally does, though, because
evety time I pushed the speaker button, he made a weird noise and
dropped a few ice chips at my feet. All in all, he wasn't much help.
Therefore, I've also statted to talk to my mirror. She's a
gentle companion, a little more understanding than Freud the
refrigerator. I told her about Stacy and Sean and the putter; she
sounded gently reproving, sympatl1izing witl1 my feelings but
promoting Christlike forgiveness and charity.
I've decided I don't like my mirror anymore. I've switched to my
blow-dryer. She's a feminist and she takes a slightly different track
with Sean's blatant infidelity. She told me what she did to my hair
straightener after she found out he had cheated on her witl1 the
curling iron. Essentially, she pushed him into a sink full of water. I
always wondered how he shorted out. I like her.
Today, I danced around in my undetwear and sunglasses singing "Superstitious." Stevie Wonder couldn't have clone it better,
especially since I felt like it rin1alistically cleansed me of my love for
Sean. I washed my face and hands and did spinal twists to purge
me of his toxins. I have decided to make my own wine. Bacchus
style. I rolled up my pant legs, got out the old plastic pool, and
dumped in a load of grapes. I have eve1y intention of getting completely drunk tonight.
This morning, post-wine (though apparently it takes longer tl1an
a few hours to ferment your wine, so last night I was mostly just
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drinking grape juice), I took a quick n1rn around the backyard,
attempting to reestablish myself as the master of the house. The
beat-up Camaro sat sadly in the corner by the garage, its usually
boisterous frame sagging slightly witl1 tl1e sadness my baseball bat
must have wreaked upon its soul. I stood next to it, poor thing. I
shouldn't have taken out my anger on him; it's not his fault that
Sean abandoned him too. I leaned against tl1e driver door. I used to
love this old car. I used to love to shift and feel the transmission
tighten under my fingers before it surged fotward. Sean rarely
let me drive it, though. In fact, he rarely drove it himself, said he
didn 't want anything to happen to it.
The solution suddenly occurred to me-I'll fix up the car, keep
it, and claim it as my own. Give it back its soul.
I don't know much about fixing cars, but most of the damage
is superficial and I'm filled witl1 me desire to accomplish my
designs. Each morning I jump out of bed, eager to begin. Being
able to restore eve1ything that tl1e car lost during the past five
months has done a lot for its self-esteem-though T can't say the
same for the hammer named Spinelli, who I used to beat out a few
of the dents I'd caused. Spinelli was more than helpful; however,
I feel like I need to keep a closer eye on the garage goings-onsome of his suggestions about how to cure what ails the screwdriver
sounded pretty violent. I mean, I'd always known he was sort of the
head honcho in there, but I had no idea mat the other appliances
bothered him so much. Or that he had disposed of so many over
the past few years.
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I think Sean wants his Camaro back. At least that's what the
answering machine told me when the lawyer called. I've decided
to ignore it, and I told the answering machine to ignore him too.
Today, I had a mechanic come and replace the windshield and
side-view mirrors. I had a hard time containing the garage tools
while the poor man was here. Apparently, Spinelli had a few of
his boys down by tl1 e lawnmower a few days ago, staging a nutsand-bolts heist. It was obviously extremely successful because me
lawnmower was completely stripped and the chief drill bit had his
forces scattered all over tl1e floor, desperately looking for Spinelli.
The mechanic looked around witl1 a confused look and didn't
know what to do witl1 himself in all tl1e pandemonium.
It's been four weeks of hard going, but th e Camaro is fixed . I went
outside today for the first time in a while. The drive was awesome.
When I drive, I get to be Britain. Imperialist Britain (pre- King
Edward). The compact Camaro never seems quite big enough to
take on tl1e Suburban sitting in me lane next to me, but tl1at's me
beauty of it-inch by inch I move in, until I own th e road. They
say England's policies make the world England; therefore, I am a
law unto myself. I made a U-n1rn doing 80 on tl1e highway, and
I laughed like a madman. It felt like I was gaining control again.
Sean will supposedly be by tomorrow to pick up the car, but
when I mentioned tl1at to tl1e Camaro, the poor thing shuddered
and stalled at tl1e intersection. I don 't think the car wants to see
him again.
Today, for the first time in tlu·ee years, I made a decision. I grabbed
a few domes, the cured toaster, the duckie shower curtain , and the
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hair d1yer (I think I might need her advice again before this is all
over) and packed it all into the back of the car. I prepared a few
goodies for the ride and (seeing how I won't be back) stashed my
CD collection underneath the passenger seat. I'm not taking the
answering machine or the phone, though: they are merely busybodies and gossips who will tell the world where I've gone. And
that can't happen. Not yet.
I am Elvis. Eve1yone, Elvis has left the building.
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STEPHEN TUTTLE joined the faculty of Brigham Young University in

2006, the same year that he completed his PhD in literan1re and
creative writing at the University of Utah. Professor Tuttle has published short stories in venues such as Crazyhorse, Indiana Review,
and the Gettysburg Review, to name a few. He teaches classes on
creative writing, fiction writing, and American literantre. On a
good clay Professor Tuttle will admit to you that Moby-Dick is his
favorite book. On a great clay he will discuss witl1 you why the
whiteness of the whale looms large in Melville's novel. Whetl1er as
teacher or writer, Professor Tuttle demonstrates a careful concern
for whatever holds his attention: a work-in-progress, a class of students, or an individual writer seeking advice. On behalf of all ilie
staff members of Inscape, I want to tl1ank Professor Stephen Tuttle
for permitting me and S. S. to interview him. Our time with him
provided not only insight into his work but also a greater appreciation for his effo1ts as a mentor of young writers.

-T. A. Chapman , Assistant Poeny Editor
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Stephen Tuttle
Interview

IN SCAPE : In your view, how does fiction relate to truth?
STEPHEN TUTTLE: There's an old axiom that fiction is the lie that

tells the truth, and I don't disagree with that at all. Good fiction
inevitably has to find some basis in the world we now understand
and care about, or we don't care about it. Even in the hardest
science fiction or the most fantastic fantasy, you have characters
who in one way or another resemble you and me-they want
something, something else gets in the way of those desires, and
they try to overcome what's hindering them. This represents in
some way the human experience: we want things, things hinder
us from getting what we want, so we fight until we get what we
want-or we give up or fai l. Whatever we do, our relationship to
those desires and hurdles is a reflection of the human condition.
On one level, all plot and narrative tension comes back to this
question of people-whether they are acn1al people or mystical
beings or animals-getting close to or being pushed away from
something they desire.
What I write is a kind of realism. I'm inspired in many ways
by magical realists, but I write a considerably less-magical
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magical realism. Realism, I think, strives to represent the world in
ways we recognize, in ways that we wouldn't see in fantasy or fable.
What you get with the writers who most inspire me-people like
Kafka and Borges and Calvino-is a combination of the two. It's
the world we know and recognize in many ways, but a version of
that world turned upside down or twisted, a version that borrows
from fable . But I think fiction's prima1y goal is to illustrate and
demonstrate problems of the world. I balk at the notion that fiction
is the made-up stuff, whereas nonfiction is the true stuff, because I
think fiction is as true as anything else.
INSCAPE: There's a quote by C.S. Lewis that says fiction doesn't just

represent reality but that it adds to reality. What are your thoughts
on that?

ST: I would say that fiction distills reality. When I write a fictional
sto1y based on an actual event-maybe something I heard, or an
anecdote-inevitably I chip away some of the rough edges so that
it will roll a little more smoothly. I will tweak and twist reality a
little bit just to make a neater, more condensed sto1y. I think fiction
has the potential to distill reality into a more precise version of
itself. Reality, if we really look at our lives, is filled with things that
nobody wants to read about. It's filled with minutia-everyday,
boring, uninteresting things. Nobody wants to watch a character
go through the thirty-minute procedure of waking up, showering,
brushing teeth, all those things. That's just not interesting. It
might be made the focus of a certain kind of text because it's
mundane, but we don't need to see tl1at in the lives of our heroes.
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We don't need to see the mundane habits of Beowulf; we just want
to get to the important sniff In that sense, I think fiction absolutely

distills reality into a more compact, neater package. Whether or not
that's adding something to reality, I don't know. The C.S. Lewis
quote suggests that something more is given. It sounds promising,
but I don't know what fiction adds. I think fiction, at its best,
reflects reality.
INSCAPE: How would you describe your writing style?

ST: As far as subject matter goes, I'm interested in suburbia- in
the life lived quietly on tree-lined streets. But I'm interested in the
way it can be made complex or more interesting by exploding details we might not see on an ordina1y street. I'm not a fan, for example, of the notion that eve1ybody's miserable in suburbia, which
is a notion I often find in contempora1y depictions. I don't believe
that suburbia is just this place where the depressed live, the people
who would rather be living in Paris, the people who would rather
have "folfilling" lives. I think suburbia is filled with all kinds of
interesting stories and people. That said, I think those lives often
go unobserved because they happen quietly behind doors and
don't come out. What does come out are these pleasant conversations over fences perhaps, but I like to tl1ink that there's a real
tension underneath the surface. That's why I'm drawn to somebody like Steven Millhauser, who regularly shows us that beneath
the veneer of suburban quietness there is a dark or interesting or
problematic or fascinating world going on-sometimes he does
this quite literally through tunnels and things that happen inside
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people's mysterious closets, but often he does it just by showing
us that the people who live in suburban spaces merit stories. This
is something we see with the introduction of the novel-we turn
away from the epic, which is so much focused on the hero and the
national identity, and turn to Emma Bovary, a woman who lives
a life filled with passions and quiet frustrations. It is an ordina1y
life made epic, and I think that's what I would hope to do: to take
suburbia and make it, not epic perhaps, but larger.
The more strucntral side of my answer is that I am ve1y much a
formalist. I rely on strucntres when I write, so a lot of my work is
broken into numbered sections, each section looking exactly like
the others but doing different things. Or I'll use titled sections or
anaphora, so that eve1y section begins with the same language. I
rely on forms-even if I've generated the forms myself-to move
the sto1y fo1ward .
INS CAPE : How much of your style has been taught to you through

your education, tl1rough books that you've read, and how much
has come from writing yourself and discovering new things you've
latched onto?

ST: If I'm being fully honest, I don't feel like I've discovered
anything on my own. I feel like eve1ything I've done is either
borrowed from some better writer who came before me, or it's
a combination of things I've learned from multiple teachers.
It's refreshing to think that there are always people out there
producing things that can inspire me to write, but it's also
frustrating-it's easy to feel that my writing will never come
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close to matching that better work I see in so many books I love. I
don't think l could say I've learned ve1y much outside of reading,
though. I think my education has been a reader's education .
Some people will talk about how they live their lives and learn
by what they see. That's a part of my writing certainly; I write
from my own experience, in some small part at least. But my
experience is largely that dull suburban thing I was describing
before, that thing I don't want to write about. I've lived a relatively
peaceful , quiet li fe, and I'm happy with it-but no one wants to
read about it. So a lot of my ed ucation comes from watching what
other, better writers have done and then nying my best to mimic
them without fully plagiarizing. I hope to add something new.
l hope to write something good and valuable that only I cou ld
have written. But I owe nearly eve1ything to the books I've read,
the books I've loved.
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SKY WOMAN
by Rob Skidmore
They say she left the home of God
a cataclysm of wild hair and one syllable words.
They say she leapt the salt spray of rolling swells
and alighted in a mess on her pillow.
They say she paid eight turtles and a conch shell
for a fist full of sand.
They say she went into the dark
and told it to fly through her plaited braids.
They say time slips through her hourglass figure,
accumulates on her stone tile floor.
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SNOW FALL
by

TamsinJ. Newton

Snow. It's really blowing now, cold and cutting, a numb muffle on
my world. Edges and sounds are softer while the chill cuts deeper.
Even now, snow is almost a novelty to me. I didn 't grow up in snow
lands; it sti ll takes me by surprise. At this moment I have no clever
words to describe the phenomenon, which is even more surprising
for me.
I am driving, or rather being driven, from Salt Lake back to
Provo. By a real cute boy, with olive skin and warm eyes and gel in
his hair. He is not the type to call gel "product"-which is something, I guess. A BYU boy with a monosyllabic name, the form of
his body even evident und er his T-shirt. Muscled, the shape of h im
right below the surface. Nothing to hi de. I know him from my previous stint at our school. Clever and sweet, like spun sugar. The
type of caramelized golden-boy a Provo gi rl is supposed to go for. I
always liked him a lot in a friendly so1t of way.
His name's Mark. A real-life artist. We are going to get ice cream
before he drives me home-his suggestion. There's only so much
to do in Provo, which is odd for a college town. This perceived austerity of culn1re was my downfall before.
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Now, I am content to get ice cream, I tell myself. I am perfectly
content to get ice cream with a cute boy, to seek frozen treats in
this frozen world. I am looking fotward to it. I will get vanilla piled
high like mountain peaks, tall and spilling over und er the weight
of candy topping. Something a six-yea r-old mi ght co nstruct,
although I am twenty-three. We will get suga r and brain-freezethe type you get over-and giggle. I will like all that, I tell myself. I
told him as much too, when he suggested it.
It is Januaty. It has been snowing all month. It is snowing now.
White flakes fall, making a white powder world, masking the fact
that there is nothing the snow is masking.
I have not been in Provo in a long time. I was gone a while. I had
to leave. I am back now, a student again . A surface good girl again.
Bad things happened before, vety bad things, and I had to go
home. I made some of those bad things happen. Others happened
to me. So I went home to Texas, where there was no snow.
Or blow. That one drug. A world of white powder. I escaped it,
so now I can come back to Utah to do it right this time. To be a
good girl and fini sh school.
I already mi ss Texas desperately. I ca n't tell Mark. It would be
petulant. It would be peculiar.
I certainly can't tell him why I am so loathe to be back here.
He is talking about music as we drive back to Provo. He is talking about eve1ything that happened while I was checked out. The
last two years. The time I missed.
We are coming from a ve1y pleasant day in Salt Lake, where we
had watched slightly offbeat movi es at the Tower Theatre-never
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approaching the places that I used to haunt. I made sure of it. And
in Provo, there will be things innocent and vanilla and sweet.
Driving back, there is unending snow. Unceasing. A barrage.
The snow is beautiful. I am watching it fall, soft and silent. I am
silent too. This is not by choice. I want to talk. He is charming and
attractive and I want to impress him. I want him to think, Well

now! This is a charming and attractive girl in my passenger seat here,
and she is so witty and intelligent!
But I cannot seem to speak. All I can think to comment on is the
snow. And saying it is pretty is too easy. Too boring. I want to say
what it is like. I want to dazzle him with insight and blind him with
my own words. But I am having trouble translating from my head
to the empty air between us. I am from warm, safe places, and I
have only lived in snow for a shott time in my life. Times filled with
white powder. I cannot tell him any of this.
"And l have that website up," he says, and I make impressed
noises. I was the one who brought up what he has been doing. I do
like to foster the illusion of progress, even though we both should
have cleared town a long time ago.
"That's so cool," I say ridiculously, all I can think of "You must
be really excited."
"I am, I guess. I mean, evetyone takes wedding picnires."
"I bet yours are really good though." I meet his eyes for a moment and then glance, embarrassed, out the window. Not exactly a
scintillating repattee.
I did mean it, what I said. I did not mean for it to sound so false.
It's just-this drive. Winding dark down the interstate. I can 't
tell him how many times I have made this drive before, between
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Salt Lake and Provo. A hundred times. A thousand times. Long
pale lines of road in a dark and sterile world. Other cars like ghosts.
An hour drive, more or less, but always a respite from what lies at
either encl.
About halfway through there is always Thanksgiving Point.
I have fond daytime memories there, with families and flowers
and ponies (for real). Nighttime is another sto1y. Nighttime, this
strange place is all lit-up dinosaurs and glaring signage. Next to
the road, the one big marquee is set in its false water tower. It cycles
trite aphorisms in neon gold against the black and absent. At the
moment, it is telling me and Mark all the ways to be Remarkable.
And it reminds us to Smile.
I know smiles now that chill the bones under your skin.
Moonlight off teeth like razors off our mirrors. Another set of olive
eyes, and skeleton bones under skin I know too well. Truly remarkable. Wm1h remarking upon, maybe.
Yet as we drive past this marquee, across the street-not even
pretending to have your best interests at hea11-stand signs for
pyramid schemes. Shattered dreams. Used cars, 100 percent
approved, even for someone Like You. Multilevel marketing on all
levels. AU these pitfalls for the soft and credulous, empty promises
bathed in bright spotlight. All these ways to waste oneself to
nothing, meant for those ttying to be remarkable in ways defined
by even more invisible people. That sort of thing wears thin, up
here in mountain elevations. The lights all around are sterile,
illuminating nothing.
See, before all this , I was lonely in Salt Lake, sad and drawn into
dark things. The first time I met that other man with the smile-in
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an outside hot nib, hopped up. Neon-blue liqueur. I was pretending, between cigarenes, to be a sea monster, and I splashed and
sparkled in the water, bathn,b-warm by then because they had run
our of petroleum.
I wasn't really a monster, not yet. I was still just a girl. But he was
a monster. He had beautiful olive skin and a shott, sharp nameVince. It was still early in the year, and steam rose off the water, obscuring those on the other side. But I remember the stories he told.
I remember his white teeth. I remember how he fished my little
black lighter out of one of the snow banks on the side of the nib and
held it out. A little black piece snared in a long spicier-web hand.
"Silly," he said, clicking the lighter uselessly, tick-tick-tack.
"Now it's just black plastic. You can't leave it in the snow, it'll be
ruined." He winked. I had always admired the gold agate gliner
of his eyes.
"Thanks for the warning," I said, emerging from the warmth of
submersion into the exposed half-chill to sit beside him.
I took the lighter from him , placed my hand in his. We smiled. I
was caught. I decided to be caught. I was clone for.
But this whole sto1y is not for this new boy to know. Mark. Bad
form to talk about old boys, even if there's no question of dating
between us and I have left that life behind forever. I am a BYU
sn1clent again, I say, that tragic mantra. I am happy again, and safe
again. I have a God again. Mark and I drive on to Provo.
The snow is like a sci-fi film, Mark and I agree, the snow coming
at us like stars, like we are in hyperclrive. Warp drive. An old
screensaver. Whatever your preferred cosmology. It's a safe thing to
say because we've watched Captain Kirk together, the bright sixties
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golds and greens, with silver spray-paint special effects . Nothing
too complicated . The good guys that always win.
The snowflakes coming at us are not stars, though, not really.
The little bright sparks are dead on their own. Stars glow. The snow
in the headlights only reflects, like the close-by salt flats. It has no
luminescence of its own. See, I know salt too. Salt flats-where
my sharp demon and I went ourselves. Fossil oceans. Expanses
of death. Salt accruing on boots, a crumbling white dust, ruining
eve1ything. Corrosive and consuming.
But I can't tell Mark about the salt flats either, of my time on
salted earth, of my time as salted eanh. A time and place where I
couldn't make things grow even if it had occurred to me to do so.
A sterile world .
He called it sugar, Vince did, when he called for clelive1y.
We were moving up in the dead end world, to be vendors and
consumers, as well as consumed. Vince was disappearing a little
more each clay. I was disappearing too.
"Can I borrow a cup of sugar," he'd say on the phone, like no
one around him knew what he was doing, like he was imponant
enough to have his cheap phone tapped, and I just thought it was
so funny because here we were living in the Sugar House district of
Salt Lake, which was not actually as ironic and clever as I tl1ought
it was-but it was just so apt.
It was nighttime when he called, always. At that point [ couldn't
remember tl1e last time I had been outside in tl1e sun. The evenings
were so clear. We sat together on tl1e porch, the telltale anestl1etic
dripping down the back of our dull throats. I was smoking roseflavored cigarettes, and I blew the smoke above our heads, and
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I looked up at the smoke curling around the dissipated white
powder of the stars. I tried to make smoke rings to capntre them.
To encircle some star, to have it forever. I wanted to always feel
this good. I wanted to be with the bright ones in the sky. To have
eveiything be some form of all right. I failed on all counts and
laughed. I was as bad at making smoke rings as I was at making
decisions-as I was at self-prese1vation. It was funny, all right.
It wouldn't be the phone taps that got Vince in the end, though
his exacerbated paranoia would tell him othetwise.
It would be me.
I would destroy him because he destroyed me, and I would wonder if that was real love. His downfall would be simple. All he would
do was bring a gi rl to the wrong patty-one I was at. Like I hadn't
warned him. Like I wouldn't punch him. Like I wouldn't n1rn his
sony excuse for a self in, like I hadn't hated him all along for the
thin white monster he helped turn me into. Like he wouldn't be
taken shouting from his house by police, all the while screaming
who did it, who did it, how did they know. Like he didn't know
deep clown.
That part is funnier, though. You can laugh. I'm still laughmg now.
The funniest part? That we didn't realize then that it wasn't
suga r or snow or any of the other obvious euphemisms. It's salt. It
burns. It kills.
Brand names are eve1ywhere as Mark and I drive back home
to Provo. Brand names on billboards and white temples shot
with gold, the only thing we can see from the road. And chain
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restaurants-prepackaged experiences. The roads are grids here,
so you can find anywhere. And yet eve1ywhere is th e same place .
It's hard to describe a former life. It's hard to describe a life with
no faith. I had no gods, so I fashioned myself into one. Billions and
billions of solipsistic dimensions, if you think about it that way,
and I was goddess of my own skull-at least that bright little sliver
of it that was still conscious. The part of it I remember-when th e
blood in my head throbbed round and round in circles, eve1ything
in circles, and I had to relight the same cigarette all night because I
forgot time meant anything and it kept going dark. The glow fad ed
to scattered ash , leaving it white and dark. It kept dying. It was no
way to live.
We had no faith, so we looked into ourselves and what we kn ew.
I recall Mrs. Lot, when she ntrned around. Just like her I was
n1rned into a pillar of salt because I couldn't make any leap outside my own white skull. We collected sugar, powder, salt, ice to
preserve ourselves. We frosted our minds . Salted our brains . And
I paid through the nose-powdered my nose-right, get it? To
keep looking good. I saw our teeth on the mirror where we used
to cut it, sharp. I saw our bones. I saw the bones of my own skull.
Because I was wearing thin. I became too thin. You couldn't
live on stardust. It was no sustenance. You couldn't live on salt or
snow or any white powder. It was without substance. I was losing
my substance.
For a moment, I lost myself
Yet, in a strange so1t of purity I lost myself-living on nothing,
I had nothing left behind to hide. Nothing remained to me. Not
my own mind, not my own machinations, no thought nor feeling,
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not even my body-it all wasted away. Eve1ything from thought to
habit was out in the open.
I almost miss that involunta1y honesty, the exposed wiring. I
could see eveiything about me that was broken. I didn't have to wait
for flaws to evidence themselves in inconvenient circumstances,
doing the wrong thing at the wrong time because of subconscious
jealousy or insecurity or fear. There was a certa in security in
eveiything I did being the wrong thing at the wrong time. There
was nothing about myselfl didn't know because there was nothing
to know. With all that faulty machineiy out in the open, I maybe

coul d have fixed myself had it occurred to me. It never occurred
to me.
Of course, all that twisted junk is hidden again now, under soft
white. Not fixed, really, just hidden. So I never know when I might
sudden ly hand le things badly. I don't know my exposed neives or
poorly healed wounds. I never know when I might cut myself good
on hidden razors, once not-so-hidden.
For instance: Mark says something. Someth ing complimentaiy
and innocuous like "You were always so cool, what are you talking
about?" or "You were always so srnatt, I bet you're g lad to be back
in school. "
And I almost start c1ying. I'm not sure why-maybe because
he is a nice, handsome boy saying nice, handsome things, and
I've never thought I deseived a nice life where that happens to me,
which might have been the problem all along. But that isn't important. What is important is that I have to pause and laugh politely
while I look out the window, to watch my reflected face contott in
despair, and swallow my own unwelcome tears.
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This almost-outburst is a mysterious kink in perso nal mec hanics
that I would have seen coming before, because something would
have always bee n malfunctioning. My reaction to nice things
would have been reliably wrong, consi sten tly crazy, and I would
have known why and how.
It's the only thing I miss. And I do not miss it that much.
The Utah world outside the car is white now. When I left it a
couple years ago, I lefr it a dese1t summ er-th e golds and g reens
of real life, not dorman t, not dead. But I did not see the summ er.
I remember seeing only the nighttime. Snow-blindness had overtaken me. Frozen like that, I saw nothing. My eyes were blind, the
boiled blue-white of stale eggs.
Other people were th ere for me, th oug h, people who had kept
their color and warmth. They kept loving me. They saved me. I was
saved by them. And I dri ed my tears and went home. I clea red away
the wreckage. I covered up the darkness to make eve1ything bright
and white agai n. Right again. I am now soft and pure and overwhelmed once more. I have found God again.
But I miss my more cosmopolitan Texas town desperately.
I have not yet taken to Utah. When I m ake thi s hig hway drive,
between two places, I still think, What a sterile world. Utah, a
way station betwee n one life and th e next. Station to station,
here to there, Salt Lake to Provo, death to life to death. Ashes to
white as hes.
I am clea n now in more than one sense. I found my faith and
my life and myself all over aga in . But I keep it to myself I ca n't tell
him any of this. It wouldn't make any sense. It would only alienate
him , and it is an absolute zero of his business. We will watch the
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snow together, and that will have to be enough. We will not get
to know each other any better. It won't be his fault. I don't think
I'm capable of that sort of connection right now.
We arrive at ice cream. Mark gets out first, and while I am
fumbling with my purse, he opens the car door for me. Already he
is gentler with me than my old love was, my otl1er olive-skinned
boy. The one with dead eyes and razor teeth, with whom I shared
only a violent language. The one I put in prison because he forgot
how much I knew and how little of me there was left. Mark takes
my hand to help me out, and I smile silly.
Our feet go piff-piff in the fallen snow on the way inside.
am wearing impractical boots and almost slip on the hidden ice.
I almost fall again. But not quite. I am good-quite good-at
catching myself.
"You okay?" Mark laughs. "You gotta be careful on snow!"
"I know," I say. I laugh, and I look around. "It's so pretty, isn't
it?"
There is no way to communicate snow. Not right now.
"Almost makes me not miss Austin," I lie.
"It is pretty," he says. "It's one of my favorite parts about Utah."
He is from warmer climes too. I wonder what he really thinks . He
thinks in interesting ways. It shows up in the pictures he takes and
the paintings he paints. But not in the language he speaks. Not in
words-not in the way I express things.
I am sad. I will never know what he really thinks. I know that this
will be the last time I see Mark, that we will make no connection,
that I won't bridge the gap between our two skulls. It is my fault.
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I am sti ll too withdrawn . Still too strange. Maybe I always will be
and this will be a constant state. I mean, look at me. I can't even
talk about snow.
But I can think about it to myself, in my silly little brain, still
ttying to piece itself back together. Pretty powder, sure, but what
isn't these days? It is so much more.lam so much more. More than
I was. I was salt and ash and eve1ything else, but now I am snow.
Real snow. Sterile, white, pure. Too much has happened and I have
done too much. I tried to live off powder, now I just live. I cover up
eve1ything that went before until I can start anew. Until eve1ything
underneatl1 dies.
I am snow.
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THE END
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se1vices, you can contact her at hjhill am@gmail.com or vi sit her website
at hann ahhill amart.com.

Ashley mae Hoiland, a native of Provo, Utah, received her BFA in painting
from Brig ham Young Unive rsity, wh ere she also is currently pursuing a
master' s d egree in creative writing .

Bryan Hutchison is from and lives in Provo , Utah. He is an a1t stud ent with
a n emphas is in print making (lithog raphy, intaglio, monotypes, and reli ef
printing). Much of hi s ea rli er work was a n explo ration of self-perception,
im agina,y rel ationships, and wi shful thinking. Hi s more recent work is
a so1t of documentati on of how th e concept of home evolves as physical
surroundings or places change and di sa ppea r.

Spencer Hyde was born in Salt Lake C ity, Utah , to Robert and C indy H yd e.
H e currently lives in Provo, Utah, with hi s wife , Brittany Hyde, and a
baby on the way. Hi s first book will be publi shed by Sh adow Mountain
Publishing in th e spring of 201 2. Look for it on the shelves!

Danielle Chelom Leavitt is a fres hman m ajoring in English . She originally
ha il s from Provo, Utah, but afrer yea rs of living with her fa mily in Kiev,
Ukraine, she has developed a fas cination with fo rm er- Sovi et Union cul ture, language, and politics, whi ch influences much of her writing. Sh e
is primarily interested in creative nonfi ction but enjoys writing poeny.
Dani ell e admires writers such as Stephen Dunn, Adam Gopnik, Zadi e
Smith, Brian Doyle, and Annie Dilla rd. She loves chess and has a longsta nding fi xation with bird s.

Tamsin J. Newton is a thematically appropri ate name for a sn,dent who will
gradu ate in August.

Annie Pulsipher thinks it's just peachy keen that she was accepted in Inscape.
And-thanks to the in sistence of Chief Editor Brennan-without any
pseudonyms too! Which is rare for her. She loves writing and works daily
to improve. Curre ntly, she is working actively on steadily reducing her
adverb usage.
Rachel Redfern is a consistent, wishfol travele r, an Engli sh literature junkie,
and an avid shoe-wea rer. She also has a deep, abiding love for the '60s,
Jack Lemmon, a nd the hilariou s essays of Sloane Crosley.
Kylan Rice , freshman, is an Oregon native, a nd creative writing has been
both his hobby and his passion for the majority of his li terate life. H e has
been published in a few other outlets, including the Midnight Times and
the Young Writ er's Literary Journal , and has taken first place in two consecutive years of the Oregon State Poet,y Association 's annual high school
contest. H e plans to pursue a professorship in creative writing.
Shertok Samyak was born and raised in Nepal but has not seen Mount
Everest yet. When he is not watching soccer, and especia lly when he is
homesick, he cooks spicy chicken cuny. He aches to go to a beach and
write a novel watching t he sun set and feeling th e waves rise and ebb on
hi s feet. He is published in Westward Quarterly, Abramelin , The Castle,
and others.
James Shores is a screenwriter, born in Colorado, lost in Utah . Married to
Chri sti ne Leavitt, who was nice enough to change her last name for him,
and even bless him witl1 a daughter. James watches too many movies, often quoting old films out of context to funher estrange himself, but enjoys
writing screenplays and short stories.
Rob Skidmore was raised in a tiny rnral village in upstate New York. He
realized th e ephemera l narnre of life at a young age, in an incident

involving chi ckens. He dec id ed to make th e most of hi s existence by
pursuing a mea ningfu l and lu crative ca ree r. For unknown reasons he
in stead beca m e a poet. Rob also run s trac k fo r Brig ha m Young U niversity
and loves hi s w ife.
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